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On the cover: For our 5th Anniversary cover we've selected hundreds of photos from
the past five years of Mountain Life and composited them into a collage of John "Rabbit"
Hare, one of the most loved and memorable characters in Whistler history.
See more shots of Rabbit on the Back Page p106.
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editor's message

An empty ski slope has character, and is about to have character written all over it. ABRADLEYPHOTO.COM

Feet First
Character can be tricky to nail down; usually we just kinda know
it when we see it. People can be characters, or they can possess it.
So can places, objects, and sports – the character of snowboarding
today is much different than in the mid-1990s.
Of course times change, for better or worse, but character is
different – character evolves. When we started this magazine five
years ago the Coast Mountains were frantically preparing for the
Olympics. We put on our game faces, minded our manners, and
threw one hell of a party in February 2010. The eyes of the world
were on us and we won a shitload of medals and looked pretty good
doing it. (I also heard that no Olympics in history has consumed
anywhere near as much beer.)
But now what? In the eight months since, introspection seems
to have descended on the Sea to Sky corridor. What did we learn?
What matters to us? How much of all that was hype and BS? Who
are we, really?
The answer, of course, is: Who knows? We are tricky to nail
down, but this issue Mountain Life presents a glimpse of the local

character – from the folks who quit their jobs and drove across the
country to be here, to the ones who got fired and decided to start
a business of their own. From do-it-yourself to doing what can’t be
done, to doing it better. The local character consists of fresh ideas,
old icons, and cool stuff that has nothing really to do with the Coast
Mountains, and yet somehow it's here.
A glimpse, however, is only ever just that, a tiny peek. Putting
this issue together confirmed my belief that there is more character
between Vancouver and Mount Currie than could fit in a thousand
108-page, limited-edition, Special Fifth Anniversary Issues.
Of course the best way to discover the real character of the Coast
Mountains is to do so on your own. So talk to the people ahead of
you on the bootpack into the backcountry, or the girl serving your
food. Hit the library or the museum or go skate on a lake and make
friends. Volunteer to help somewhere or do something you would
never consider doing at home. The best way to discover character
is to be one yourself.
– Feet Banks

You can tell a lot about a person by their playlist so this issue we’ve asked all our featured characters and staff what music they’re really
digging right now and placed it at the bottom of the page to create an experiment called the Mountain Playlist.
“I like to kickstart my mixtapes with Mötley Crüe’s ‘Kickstart My Heart’.” – Feet
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Vancouver: Australian Boot Company 1968 W. 4th Ave. 604-738-2668
West Van: A Step Ahead in Park Royal North 604-925-9756
Squamish: Valhalla Pure (beside Nester’s) 604-892-9092
Whistler: The Escape Route (Market Place) 604-938-3228
Pemberton Bike Company (beside Pony Expresso) 604-894-6625
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Mountain Life is printed on paper that is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified.
FSC is an international, membership-based, non-profit organization that supports environmentally
appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable management of the world’s forests.
By printing on post-consumer waste paper instead of virgin fiber, this issue of Mountain Life
saved 36 Trees, 2,842 Pounds of solid waste, 3,613 Gallons of water, 5,969 Pounds of greenhouse
gases, 9 Cubic yards of landfill space and 4,712 Kilowatt hours of electricity which represents
6 months of electric power required by the average home.
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Opening Day
Wait For It
The inside scoop on
getting first gondy of the
season.
So you know when you’re really
young and it’s Christmas Eve and
the anticipation of tearing into
those sweet gifts keeps you awake
all night? Opening day on Whistler
Blackcomb is just like that except
me and my friends get up at 3 a.m.
and head for the lift line to enjoy
a solid six hours in the dark, cold
November night waiting for that first
gondola.
It’s a yearly tradition that’s a trial
worthwhile. Even though you’re
zombie-tired after the first run, the
vibe keeps you going until at least
lunchtime, when you pass out facefirst in your roundhouse lunch. Oh
man, those mountain burgers taste
so good after the first laps of face
shots down to Green chair.
It’s a pretty strange thing, gearing up in the middle of the night and
walking into a dead-empty village.
The posse gets bigger every year
though, with more and more people
stoked for the best season yet. It’s

bruce rowles photo.

a snowball effect, for sure, and the
pre-opening gondy gang is the best
party of the year, especially when it
continues onto the slopes with ridiculous amounts of cheering and
high fives. Worth missing sleep for?
Damn right.
So wax up your rock skis and
rest up now because this year we
are doing it again, but ten times
sicker! I’ll see you in the lift line, up
near the front with a thousand excited people behind, most of them
sleep-deprived, too. This season’s
gonna be a crazy one…

– Cooper Saver

Cooper thinks it's hard to find decent rock music these days
and is stoked on"Answer to Yourself" by The Soft Pack.

Wake up early and get lines like this. Matt Elliot, Whistler Mountain.
ABRADLEYPHOTO.COM

THE OPENING DAY PARTY
Here at Mountain Life, opening day is always a cause for celebration but this year it's also our fifth anniversary so we are throwing a Reader
Appreciation party at the Longhorn Saloon on Friday Nov. 26. Come say hi, watch a couple slideshows about the Spearhead Hut System and
get stoked on the upcoming season. Ideally, opening day comes sooner than expected but we're having the party on Nov 26 regardless. And
Rossland's The White Crowes are playing.
Make sure to enter our BIG DAY OUT contest on page 68.
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England to the North
Pole, via Whistler
British ultra-marathoner Ed Vincent
has raced across the Sahara desert, down the Great Wall of China
and through the jungles of the Amazon. His next “vacation” will be April
2011’s Polar Race, a multi-day 350mile endurance jaunt from Resolute
Bay, Nunavut to the Magnetic North
Pole. To prepare for what many call
“the world’s toughest race” Ed intends to come to Whistler for a few
laps on the Whistler Olympic Park,
some snow camping and “at least a
couple” of nights at Sushi Village.
“I like the survival element,” the
32-year-old investment manager says
of endurance racing through some of
the globe’s toughest climates. “Once
you get to the start line it’s back to
basics – no money, mobile phones or
internet. You don't even have a moment’s thoughts for such things. It’s
refreshing.”
This will mark the third trip to Whistler for Ed, who married a nice BC girl
this past summer, and he is excited
to practice sled-pulling on skis and

get some training on snow. “The terrain will be different than the Pole,” he
admits, “but it will be good to see how
I feel in the cold – taking a tent down
with gloves on, for example.”
Polar temperatures can easily reach
-40ºC and polar bears get hungrier
by the year. “I think all endurance
racers are slightly mad,” Ed says.
“It can be very tough to be tired and
alone but tough is relative. I used to
train months for a marathon and now
I run marathons to train for an ultramarathon. I believe these races are
80 percent mental and 20 percent
physical. With the right mental attitude, your body will follow.”
Ed and his teammate, Charlie Taylor,
are racing to raise money for Help For
Heroes, an organization that supports
members of the armed forces wounded in battle.

– Feet Banks
helpforheroes.org.uk
polarrace.com

PHOTOS SUBMITTED.

"I've been listening to 'Crystalised' by The XX."– Eddie.
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Columbia Kids
Blackcomb Daylodge,
Blackcomb Base 604.938.7737
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DCP. Whistler Backcountry. JEFF PATTERSON PHOTO. Below: DCP, hard at work. ASHLEY BARKER PHOTO.

Yes.Now.Board
By Feet Banks

Getting fired sucks. Getting cut from
Burton’s snowboard team after ten-plus years of
killing it really sucks. But when JP Solberg, David Carrier Porcheron, and Roman DeMarchi got
the surprising news a few winters ago they didn’t
bury their heads in the snow and cry it out. Instead, they channeled the same work ethic and
creativity that had made them into snowboarding icons and started a new board company, one
where having fun and snowboarding are more
important than diversifying their brand and capturing market share. Did it work? Yes. Are they
still riding? Yes. What’s the company called?
YES.

Seasoned pros take the power back

Mountain Life caught up with Squamish resident
and YES co-owner David Carrier Porcheron to
get the inside scoop on YES.
Mountain Life – Hello DCP, thanks for taking
the time. This is the second selling season for
YES. How is it going?
DCP – Great – lots of learning and having fun.
Busy – we are all still snowboarding and shooting but JP is our PR manager and he is going on
many trips this fall to meet distributors and keep
things running smooth. Roman is our Art Director,
communicating with all the artists for graphics and
the factories for board design. And I am more the
team manager and doing ads and dealing with the
team and website. And we have Tadashi Fuse who
lives in Whistler but he takes care of Japan and
the Asian markets. We have others working for us
too but we all keep very busy.
ML – YES is rider-owned, which is more like
skateboard companies or the old snowboard
companies from the mid ‘90s; what are you
doing differently from the big snowboard
brands?
DCP – We do limited edition boards for sale online – small runs to test new technology or with
a special graphic. I think the big companies have
a big marketing push but their ideas are more

focused on making sure they make enough money to pay their overhead, whereas the smaller
brands like us or Stepchild or Jones are owned
by actual snowboarders who run snowboard
companies because we love snowboarding, it’s
fun. That is why you started snowboarding, not
to make money.
ML – What were some of the challenges starting up?
DCP – We all came from long relationships with
the other sponsor, our lifestyles were running a
certain way and we got paid a certain amount
at a certain time. Then everything stopped. We
didn’t have any income coming in. We had to
change our lifestyle and refocus and put in tons
of effort to make our dream happen. It was hard
but at the same time it was a rebirth and so it
was good for all of us.
ML – You guys started right in the middle of the
recession but YES boards are very affordable.
Did that help keep things going?
DCP – The recession – not a lot of people were
buying boards then, money was tight. But we
just wanted to make a good product and offer
boards for a lower price than the big brands, but
with similar quality. We are not gonna make our
boards in China; they are made in Switzerland.
FALL/WINTER 2010-2011
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Customers are trained to equate quality and price
– the challenge was to make people realize that
we could deliver a good board at a smaller price.

We had to change our lifestyle and refocus and put
in tons of effort to make our dream happen. – dcp

ML – What does the future of snowboarding
look like to you?
DCP – I come from a big halfpipe background.
We used to dig our own pipes on Brohm Ridge
and in Quebec. Now there are pipe dragons and
parks have gotten better and better until every
big resort has the perfect park, and people have
training facilities and foam pits with trampolines.
It almost feels like it is going the way of aerial
skiing. It’s great to see evolution but I think the
freedom and feeling is a bit left behind. With
YES we are trying to inspire people to go out
and freeride and hit every lip and cliff and park
and do what is fun. Keep it fresh.

DCP – We have been given so much through
snowboarding, it’s shaped our lives and made
us who we are, and so we want to give back to
people. We use snowmobiles and trucks to get to
spots, we travel on airlines and we want to offset
that carbon footprint in some way. I feel that one
way is to plant diverse trees in a tropical climate
so we will do that with some of our board sales.
Another limited edition board will have proceeds
going to breast cancer research – we all love
women and boobs so it is good to protect that.
We are trying new things – recycled rubber for
sidewalls, black-and-white bases are less harmful than coloured. We love the ocean and the

mountains and in the future we want good waves
and snow for our kids, for anyone.
ML – What’s next for YES?
DCP – Lots of learning and fun. Doing it ourselves. Maybe five or six more years of pro-riding and then once the company is established
we have something to keep doing. We have all
been told what to do for a long time so being in
charge of ourselves and deciding what is best
for us is great. We have a plan, sort of, but we
play with how it feels. We’re flexible.

Yesnowboard.com

ML – Your website has really great YES webisodes on it. Do you think this new medium is
replacing the traditional magazine/video route
of getting exposure?
DCP – The snowboard video will always be there
to get you stoked for winter but everyone is
starting to do more web content. North Face has
people uploading data with satellite dishes from
the tops of mountains to have instant access so
people can relate and feel connected. We are
making a team movie this year and we will continue with the YESisodes but sometimes when
you are on the road in a cabin somewhere in the
middle of BC, it’s tough to come in and get right
on the computer. You don’t want to be a slave to
the computer either.
ML – The YES guys were recently in Chile helping with earthquake relief and personally, you
donate proceeds from your Spy signature goggles to reforestation in Costa Rica. Can you talk
about the rewards that come with giving back?

Yes! Roman, DCP, and JP. ASHLEY BARKER PHOTO.
TOP: DCP gets serious in Alaska's Coast Mountains. JEFF HAWE PHOTO.

"Right now i am listening to Trouble Andrew. He is a friend and he has a new mixtape out that is really good." – DCP
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38031 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish
604 892 9057
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the vertical feat
Stephanie Jagger was a typical weekend warrior from Vancouver until
one particularly excellent day on Blackcomb in 2008 changed her outlook on life.
“I was riding the 7th Heaven chair, having the best day,” Jagger says,
“and near the top I saw the little sign that says, ‘Raise Restraining Device.’”
She decided to apply that message to her entire life.
Jagger re-evaluated a few things and, this past July, embarked on a
ten-month, around-the-world ski journey with the goal of skiing 4 million
vertical feet.
Mountain Life caught up with Steph in New
Zealand just as she was passing the 1 million
vertical mark.
“It’s going wicked,” she says. “I’ve hit up
17 resorts from South America and now New
Zealand. I’ve met some of the most amazing
people. My bunkmate in Ushuaia, Argentina
was a 90-pound Aussie woman just learning to
ski – literally she was on day one. She would
head out each morning with resolve and return
each night battered and bruised, wake up the
next morning and do it all again – no friends,
no complaints. For an adult to spend their entire two-week vacation dedicating themselves to learning something new is astounding and rare.
This is totally the concept of ‘raising the restraining device.’”
Jagger says she misses the Caesars at Dusty’s the most and is excited
to come home, but only after busting off another 3 million vert.

– Juan Hitta
theverticalfeat.com
FALL/WINTER 2010-2011
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Why ski the pow when you can schmear it? Why buy skis when you can build your own?
By Feet Banks
There is no Gary, nor Wayne. There’s only Whistler local Sheldon Steckman, the guy who invented, then built, Garywayne skis – the world’s first
“omni-directional schmearing utensil.”
“It’s basically like a giant spoon,” Steckman says from his fabrication plant/buddy’s garage on Vancouver Island. “Other skis have rocker
or reverse sidecut but Garywaynes have both of those plus an added third
side-to-side curvature.”
“They're the weirdest looking things,” says Nic Butler, a ski guide with
Powder Mountain Catskiing, “but they sure rip in the pow.”
Garywayne skis look a bit like mini kayaks and are 183 cm long, 180
mm underfoot and taper to a narrow tip and tail – basically the opposite
shape of most conventional skis. It sounds crazy but Garywaynes ski like
a rally car, drifting out of one turn and into another without dumping speed
or control. You can ski sideways if you want, since every side of the ski
acts like a tip.
Steckman, 28, is a true skier, one who will live on a couch for weeks
or in a camper with no heat so long as he is close to the powder. He’s a
natural innovator (he once mounted snowboard bindings on his fat skis
and the lighter snowboard boots allowed him to float much higher in waistdeep snow) and also the only guy I’ve ever met with season passes at
both Whistler and Mount Baker at the same time. By totally ignoring the
standard ski building techniques and believing in his vision, Sheldon has
crafted something new. And after two seasons of riding and development,
custom handmade sets of Garywayne skis will be available to the public for
the first time this winter.
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Mountain Life – So one day you just decided to design your own skis?
Sheldon Steckman – Yeah, I got the idea in 2007 on the flight home from
Argentina. It was just an idea but my buddy is an engineer and he was like,
“I think we can make some.” I thought about it another year and tinkered
with the shape and we made a prototype in the fall of 2008.
ML – And what happened?
Sheldon – The first one skied pretty well but it was ugly and too floppy, the
second was too stiff. But the third one was like Goldilocks – just right.
ML – They kind of look like water skis; how were they received on
the hill?
Sheldon – There were haters every step of the way. People would say I
couldn't ski on a base curved like that. I did. We use a wood core laminated horizontally like a skateboard, people said that wouldn’t work, it did.
Even in the lift line old guys were saying my skis would never work, unskiable… how did I get to the bottom of the Glacier chair then?
ML – You can spin a 360 in powder with these skis or ski sideways
without losing speed, but I’ve followed you at top speed down Ridge
Runner, a full-on groomer. Were you surprised how the skis performed
on harder snow?
Sheldon – Not as surprised as everyone else. I built them to be able to drift
sideways out of the fattest pow turns but it’s a different kind of turn on the
groomers, a schmear, you have to lean a bit more to engage your edge but
they work, you’ve seen it. (You can too if you go to mountainlifemag.ca,
I filmed the entire run.)

ML – Most people would be afraid to build their own ski, let alone use it at
top speed. What was it that made you think, “Hey, this could work?”
Sheldon – I just wanted to get more out of my skiing. It was the snow here,
and at Baker, that really gave me the inspiration and the motivation. And
the ski communities in both resorts are pretty open to new things. This is
where the future is coming from and ideas can flourish.
ML – So this year people can buy Garywaynes?
Sheldon – Some people. Production basically stops as soon as the snow
falls. Each pair takes me 3-4 days to build. I’m hoping to move production
out of my friend’s shop and over to Squamish or Whistler. Then get an
inventory going while also still pushing the design. It’s important for me to
keep things handmade and grow slowly and keep the quality high. Garywaynes are a boutique ski, designed with the pure powder skier in mind.
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Photo by Dan Galic. Rider Wilson Prewitt.

ML – What was your best day on the skis you invented and built yourself?
Sheldon – Every day on skis is a good one but this season on Gaper Day
(the season-ending ski party in Whistler) I did a 360 across a pond of melt
water and showed everyone how different my skis actually are. People always used to ask, “Are those water skis?” and I guess they kind of are.
ML – What about the name then, Garywayne? What does it mean?
Sheldon – There is no meaning. It's open to interpretation. It’s a power
name. I had another name picked out but I wasn’t stoked on it and then
one day I was dreaming, or daydreaming, or not paying attention and then
it just appeared in my mind in lights, like Dirk Diggler’s name in Boogie
Nights. !!!!GARYWAYNE!!!! And that was that.
Hit up garywayneskis.com for more info.

"Right now my favourite song is 'Less Unless' by Civil Civic." – Sheldon.

All-Season
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca

The Garywaynes in action. mike crane photos.
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film

paddle
to seattle
2 dudes, 97 days of sea kayaking.
The joke’s on them, and they like it that way.

By Feet Banks
Josh Thomas and JJ Kelley believe the adventure is in the details –
specifically in not knowing all the details. “We bought the standard tourist
Alaskan cruise ship map and pinned it to the wall and started from there,”
JJ explains. “Alaska to Seattle in three feet – no water depths or currents
or anything on it. We carried that map the whole trip.”
The “whole trip” was a 2100-kilometre paddle from Skagway, Alaska to
Seattle in homemade sea kayaks. To protect themselves from the storms
and swells of the mighty Pacific the duo paddled the inside passage, an
island-dotted route world-renowned for its beauty and wildlife, as well as
soggy coastal weather. Three months of paddling is never easy but to make
things interesting Josh and JJ made a film of their journey and the result,
Paddle to Seattle, has been tearing up the film festival circuit and collecting
rave reviews.
Mountain Life talks to the 29-year-old adventure filmmakers about the
trials of shooting in a month of straight rain, the epiphanies to be found
when you’re literally on top of a pod of whales, and the problem with
Canadian meat.
Mountain Life – Paddle to Seattle delivers lots of refreshing, slice-of-life
humour and a lighthearted approach to a pretty gnarly expedition. Was
this something you planned or did the trip just turn out that way?
JJ Kelley – It was a conscious choice. We noticed that a lot of movies
have that Man vs. Wild kinda stuff, very serious, very “epic.” Our coping mechanism is humour and we are out there because we love it so we
wanted to do something different. Why are those other guys out there if
they hate it so much?
ML – How important is humour to team dynamics when you are stuck
with a person for three months and making a film together?
Josh Thomas – This trip was pretty social actually, every 150 miles or so
we’d be in a new coastal community and each one had its own flavour and
people. We made it a point to spend a few days in each town.

Photos courtesy Dudes on Media.
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ML – Has either of you ever had an expedition partner you didn’t gel
with, and ended up hating?

JJ – Steve! Steve was on this trip but he got on our nerves so much we
killed him.
Josh – He isn’t in any of the footage. We can’t really talk about it.
ML – What character traits make a good expedition partner?
Josh – I think patience is the biggest one. And being humble. You are out
in nature and playing by those rules.
ML – Nature gave you steady rain for pretty much the entire first month
of the trip, how did that affect filming?
Josh – We had an umbrella, which was key. In a lot of the footage you
can hear the rain pattering on the umbrella. We had three cameras but
there was always at least one out of commission because of the moisture
sensor. Even if we got one hour of sun we would find a beach and lay our
stuff out to dry.
JJ – Like a yard sale with no takers.
ML – What was the scariest part of the trip? Didn’t you guys buy a bunch
of recalled sandwich meat once you arrived in British Columbia?
JJ – That was scary but more so because the bad meat happened right
around the time it looked like the trip might not happen. After we got into
BC we saw wave trains of low-pressure systems stacking up one on top of
the other. We talked to a local guy who made us think maybe we should
pack it up and go home. For us that would have been the ultimate loss, we
put a lot into this trip and to find out we might not make it was scary…
Josh – …and then to find out we might also have food poisoning.

Base Camp Never
Felt so Good
Coast Blackcomb Suites is located slopeside on Blackcomb Mountain,
offering a unique lodge-style setting in Whistler. Your Coast Blackcomb
Suites stay includes:

Complimentary buffet breakfast
Spacious suites with full kitchens
Ski In/ Ski Out access
Authentic Mountain Experience
COASTBLACKCOMBSUITES.COM

I

1-800-783-8133

ML – But you made it and finished the film, which is enjoying success
far beyond the kayaking world. What did you learn out there with the
whales and lighthouses and storms of the Pacific Coast?
Josh – When you find different ways to travel through the world you draw a
more realistic picture of what the world actually is and who we all are, how
people are all different. But then in the same breath you start to draw a better, more realistic picture of the world and how we are all drawn together.
JJ – Everyone can relate to being in a rut at one time or another and there
is something magical about throwing all your possessions into a boat or
a pack and traveling to find a new way. The more of the world that I see, the
more I want to see.
See trailer at mountainlifemag.ca
Buy the film at paddletoseattle.com
JJ says, "We're like everybody, we like the hottest club jams.
'Take it Off' by Kesha and 'Dynamite' by Taio Cruz."
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Two Frogs in the West
Shot under the radar and with a guerrilla crew, this feature film
is set to shine at the 10th Whistler Film Festival

By MJ Castor
Over the past 25 years Whistler has hosted productions of B-grade Hot Dog ripoffs (Ski School)
C-grade ‘90s TV (Richard Grieco is… Booker)
a junky teenybopper drama looking to cash in
on our name (Whistler) and a reality show that
didn’t do anyone any favours (Peak Season).
Although our independent and action film accolades rank quite high, no decent feature film has
ever shot in our quiet mountain town, until now.
Two Frogs in the West was filmed last winter
with a tiny crew, an even tinier budget, and without any of the fanfare associated with Hollywood
productions. But it worked and the movie, a
coming-of-age tale about a young woman’s journey, is entirely watchable, totally relatable and
full of real Whistler character.
On the eve of the Western Canadian premiere
at this December’s 10th annual Whistler Film
Festival, Two Frogs producer Jacques Roiseux
spoke with Mountain Life about how he and his
crew pulled off a cinematic coup.

Mountain Life – What is it about the West, and
Whistler in particular, that appeals to kids from
Quebec?
Jacques Roiseux – There comes a time when
you want to learn more about your true identity
and many people do that through travel. With
BC, we get the advantage of not being out of
our country but it’s a very different culture and
geography. The West has always had a strong
appeal, you know, “Go West, young man.”
ML – The film feels very genuine and the
details are bang-on. You have guys living in
closets and realistic house parties. How did
you pull that off?
JR – The director Dany Papineau really did this
journey. I did it 15 years ago. Christian Begin,
our director of photography, did it as well. Christian and I live out here and from Dany’s script
we had an idea of how it would be shot – being
locals, using locals, not set dressing anything.
We didn’t want to show the glamour of Whistler
but rather the true story of someone who comes
here trying to find herself. You can’t do that with

limos and shiny scenes.
ML – What were some of the challenges shooting on a budget well under half-a-million dollars and with no official permits?
JR – Christian and I have over 50 combined years
shooting in Whistler so we knew how to get shots
without disturbing anyone. But mostly we had
a really professional crew and everyone was in
the same boat. We were all living in the house
from the film – 17 people crammed in. We had
to use real people in a lot of scenes, bumming
lift tickets off random people and getting them to
sign releases afterwards. That makes it hard on
a director but Christian and I both come from a
documentary background so it balanced out.
ML – The film is already playing well in Quebec and you’re the first decent Whistler movie
ever. What advice do you have for young guerilla filmmakers?
JR – Think about your story. If you don't write
a good story the whole thing is unfeasible. If
you work to make your story the best, after that
things kind of fall into place.

"We Say Party! have a good song in the film - 'Like I Give a Care' and Jerome Boisvert recorded an original, 'Tout Changeras.'" – Jacques
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U S E W i F i A N D S A V E O N N O R O A M I N G D ATA F E E S

WIRELESS INTERNET
basewireless.com
+ WiFi for laptops and phones
+ Pay as you go Internet access
+ locally owned and operated
+ 24/7 fast friendly support
+ WiFi and licensed WiMAX networks
+ Resorts, Hotels and Strata

Connect to any basewireless WiFi
network in over 100 locations in
Whistler, Squamish and Pemberton.

1.866.718.0516 604.932.9847

photo: www.toddeasterbrook.com

+ 100Mbs fiber backbone
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backyard

Tantalus Range

The Seat of the Gods

Local ski mountaineer JD Hare bags a few lines
in one of the Sea to Sky’s burliest zones
By JD Hare
Photography by Damian Cromwell
The Tantalus. If we have gods here in the Sea to Sky, this is where
they live. From these jagged peaks they oversee ocean and inlet, city,
forests, rivers and ice, all the spirit and glory of the southern coast.
For a skier who loves wilderness it’s the seat of inspiration.
The upper reaches of the range are pretty wild, not exactly inviting.
It’s no place for a family ski trip – more like a dream realm you must
visit for years in the mind before you’re ready to test the reality.
The scale is big and tricky to get around in, very heavily crevassed.
The slopes are steep and, more often than not, end in giant cliffs but if
you can climb and ski on broken glaciers it’s a world-class zone.
While many of the dramatic peak names come from Greek mythology, the history of skiing in the Tantalus reads like an honour roll of
local ski-mountaineering. Back in the ‘90s Pete ‘The Swede’ Mattsson
and Peter Chrzanowksi skied off the summit of Dione. Dave Gauley
skied Pelion’s southeast face, Troy Jungen and Andre Ike hit the pinner chute from the summit of Alpha, and of course, in 1999 Eric Pehota and Johnny ‘Foon’ Chilton took the ultimate prize, the east face
of Mount Tantalus itself.
Last winter I returned with snowboarder Joe Lax to pull my own
chair up to the table of the Gods.
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JOE LAX PHOTO.

Line 1 – The Ivory Shoulder
I stop to gaze at Alpha every time I drive past.
She seduces me from across the valleys,
baring her slender, ivory shoulder. I imagine
caressing her soft curve with my steel and
feeling the goddess sigh. And then I shudder
when, every time, she shrugs and sends me
sliding to my death.

Joe and I leave the Haberl Hut (see sidebar)
at 4 a.m., schussing through the icefall in starless dark and begin climbing Alpha at dawn’s
first glow.
We move steadily skyward, through the cold
pink light, till we reach her tiny, delicate summit.
We feel ourselves swaying in the morning breeze
there, as if we’d just climbed to the top branch
of an ancient cedar.
Dizzying sunrise views in every direction are
quickly replaced by focus on the steep, exposed
line off the summit. Skiing her ivory shoulder
is like walking off a cloud, back to earth down
an open staircase. I make sweeping turns over
horrifying exposure as the surreal staircase rolls
into a convex fork where two spines slide gracefully out of view.
It’s here that the exposure suddenly stabs me
in the chest. Adrenaline torches every synapse
of my body as I slide down the right-hand spine.
My knees are knocking as I race through the
long, bending exit chute and blast out over the
bergschrunds.
Joe shared my line off the summit then toed
out to some heavy exposure of his own on the
proper north face, shredding a beautiful, sunlit
spine perched on a cliff over three crooked bergschrunds.
Bobbing down through the glades to meet
our ride both our minds are completely at peace.
Alpha has been a tender mistress indeed.

Photo credit: Alex Wigley, Ski Mtneer Jamie Mcskimming

The Escape Route, Mountain Specialists

arc’teryx - dynaﬁt - black diamond - osprey - mammut - icebreaker - or

Whistler Squamish
604·938·3228 604·892·3228
Online: escaperoute.ca
888·898·3277
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Line 2 – Middle Earth
Later that day, the climb to the hallowed col splitting the summits of Tantalus and Dione is rotten, exposed, and shady. And
we’re late, much later than planned. I’ve just had a minor crevasse fall, it’s now 7 p.m., and I’m inching my way up the final
300 feet of scary climbing. Onward.
The col of the Witch's Tooth (named for the rock spire that
pokes up between the two summits) is one of the coolest places
I have ever been. The raucous voices of the Gods whip past my
ears. They’re telling me to behave myself, and from that seat I
can see why.
Skiing feels like I’m dropping into a giant greasy funnel suspended over a shark tank. It is beautiful; I see huge rockwalls
hanging over me, the ocean below, and the red sun smashing
into the distant mountain tops. But at the vortex of the funnel,
the sloughing snow pitches out over a cliff hundreds of feet
high – the line doesn’t go.
But I knew that, and I’m prepared to rappel. Hanging onto the
end of my second rope length, now entombed in inky darkness
and chipping desperately at the ice to find only a crack for my
smallest micronut, I again ask the mighty Gods to let me leave
this party with my life.
The third rope-length’s a charm and I unclip at 10
p.m. then battle, climb and scrape my way through the black
wind to rejoin my boys, who have hung a light in the window to
guide me home. I walk through the hut door at 1:30 a.m. The
Gods of the Tantalus Range have graced me, but they never
make it easy.
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DIY

The Jim Haberl Hut

Helicopter access to the Tantalus range was
severely limited when it became a provincial park
but the equalizer is the Jim Haberl Hut. Built in
2005, and run by the Alpine Club of Canada,
this skookum alpine hut commemorates Jim, a
homegrown climbing legend who perished in the
St. Elias range in 1999.
Perched on the long ridge between Serratus
and Dion, you couldn’t put a shelter in a rowdier
place. But the hut is bomber – it sleeps twelve
comfortably, has windows on all sides and even
propane for cooking.
More civilized ski terrain, and better snow and
weather, can be found at the Lake Lovely Water
hut, also operated by the ACC. Access to either
is interesting, involving a river crossing and long,
steep hike. But let’s get real: what enables a
skier to make any real use of this terrain is
helicopter access.
Talk to the guys at Black Tusk Heli (604-8984800) or Blackcomb Aviation (604-938-1700).
For access to either hut call Ron Royston (604921-8164) and if you want to go in with a guide
(not a bad idea) try Andre at West Coast Mountain
Guides (604-892-4050).

blacktuskhelicopter.com
blackcombhelicopters.com
JD Hare is rocking "Drive it like you stole it" by The Glitch Mob.

BACKCOUNTRY PARTNERS

Test the latest Dynaﬁt boots, skis & bindings at your Dynaﬁt specialists store.
canada’s only dynaﬁt test centre

Escape Route, Whistler BC
604·938·3228

Photo credit : Alex Wigley / Location: Chisel Couloir, Spearhead
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By Jess Smith

“I don’t go anywhere without my Switchblade.
I don’t go anywhere without my crew.”
For small-town outcasts those lyrics, from Lars Frederiksen and the Bastards, might wash over you like a salty wave of recognition and security. For
Chris Worgan and Ryan Lillies – skater/snowboarders growing up in the
east Kootenays amidst bored rednecks and loggers – these words became
more than lyrics. They became a rally-cry for a couple of ambitious outsiders looking to fight conformity and be a part of something more organic
and uplifting.
Chris found that purpose during a treacherously cold and choppy (read:
normal) first-ever surf session in Tofino in 2003. Then, three months surfing “dangerous conditions with a huge culture shock” in El Salvador
sealed the deal for Ryan and Chris. After picking up their first DIY board
from Stefan F. Tannis (Tofino’s Board Medic) the small-town boys saw
board shaping as the right path for them and Switchblade Surfboards was
born in July 2009.
I met the dynamic duo at their newest downtown Vancouver workshop,
a backyard shed aptly named “Lake Shape Bay” when the roof starts
to leak. But what Switchblade lacks in watertight accommodations they
make up in enthusiasm and originality. Ryan and Chris specialize in custom, handmade-from-polyurethane foam-blank surfboards right down to
choose-your-own graphics, but as I arrived they were completing three
very different and individual wake-surfboards to take on an upcoming
“shred and showcase” trip to Lake Okanagan in Kelowna – a four hour
drive the opposite direction from the ocean.
Mountain Life – So you guys are a surfboard company in a city with no
surf and your next trip is to a lake?
Chris – We’ve spent a lot of time in Kelowna, I went to high school and
Ryan graduated art school there.

ALLISONKUHL.COM PHOTOS.

Based in a coastal city with no surf,
Switchblade Surfboard has big plans…
and they include dynamite.

Ryan – We both grew up in towns next to lakes and have seen how huge
wake-boarding has gotten. When we first heard about wake-surfing and
listened to feedback about how the wake-surfboards don’t really feel like
surfing, and closer to wake-skating; we figured we could make one that
did. It was a natural progression to want to try and make a bunch of prototypes.
ML – Progression is always good. What was it like starting out as
shapers?
Chris – I convinced Ryan to move down to Vancouver with me. I then had
to really convince him to be a part of the whole shaping process. He didn’t
even want to spend $80 on new lights for the workshop but after shaping
that first board from Stefan, he came to me with a huge receipt for every
tool imaginable and a massive “let’s do this” look on his face. We got totally
and utterly bitten by the surfing and shaping bug.
ML – Switchblade does custom graphics on each board; how else does
Ryan’s art-school training help with the creative process?
Chris – Ryan probably does 90 percent of the art and graphics, my 10
percent is what he teaches me. But we honestly both bring something different to the table. We used to work together a lot, learning off each other.
Now we get locked in our “Zen” moments where we can just shut off and
just let the creativity flow.
FALL/WINTER 2010-2011
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Ryan – Having been friends for over a decade, we understand where
each others’ strengths are and work as a team, and that’s where most
of our success comes from, creativity and collaboration.
ML – Where to, on your next real surf trip?
Chris – Well, it’s my birthday soon and I’ve been stoked on getting to
the Island. Maybe try to explore more of the hard-to-reach places. But
it might be easier to just blow up Vancouver Island and let the swell
come to us.
Ryan – Blow a channel right though it. Third beach right to open ocean,
that’s the goal.
ML – I like it. Besides the obliteration of half of Vancouver Island,
what do you see as the ultimate goals for your company and for
yourselves as newcomers in the shaping industry?
Ryan – I’d love to rock up to some random surf spot and see one of
our boards under the arm of some old surfer dude just out enjoying the
waves. Right now it’s not about the biggest names riding our boards
or getting on the cover of Surfer Magazine, it’s about wanting the local
crews to enjoy our boards and to be proud of the individualism and
creativity that goes into each one. The hard truth is that most boards

these days are machine-made in foreign countries. Our boards are an
art form to us, and provide an intimacy between the shaper and the
rider that you can’t replicate.
Chris – It’s a very rewarding feeling when you hand over the finished
product and get to see how stoked the customer is. I’d like to build a
brand for like-minded people. You don’t have to have surfed since you
were five or grown up on a beach your whole life. You can come from
inland and love the city you live in and still be a dedicated surfer. Not
everyone can afford to live across from a break. I’d like to give up my
day job to do this fulltime and be able to write off surf trips as research
and development.
Wouldn’t we all. With that in mind I left the boys to get back to shaping the ten-board order that had just come in and beat a hasty retreat
to Google non-catastrophic island bombing techniques. But not before
placing my own custom-board order – I want a Switchblade, I want in
the crew.

Switchbladesurfboards.ca

Switchblade likes, Tom Gabel 'Harsh Realms', Devils Brigade 'Shakedown', Mariachi El Bronx 'Cellmates'.
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The experience of a lifetime
How to top a day on the slopes?
Two words - Whistler Bungee

www.whistlerbungee.com 604 938 9333

upfront

Johnny Foon rips up Mount Duke in the Joffre Group. JIA CONDON PHOTO.

Tyfoon hits the Sea to Sky
Johnny “Foon” Chilton unleashes hand-built, custom-crafted “Tyfoon” skis
After 46 years on the boards local
ski mountaineer Johnny “Foon”
Chilton is stepping it up once again.
Calling upon woodworking skills
from a past career in cabinetmaking and ten years of product knowledge and design as a sponsored
pro freeskier, Foon recently holed
up in his Mount Currie workshop
and crafted his own handmade Tyfoon skis.
“I wanted the ultimate ski for
the Coast Mountains,” says Chilton, who along with wife Lisa Korthals starred in
John Zaritsky's 2001 cult-film Ski Bums. “Perfectly good skis for the mountains here can be
made with the wood and hands of local artisans.
Those skis will be full of soul and energy you will
never get from a ski churned out of a factory in
Europe or China.”
Tyfoons – a blend of Ty, Chilton’s son's name,
and Foon, his nickname earned for pranks, jokes

and buffoonery – are custom bigmountain boards made of Douglas
fir and western red cedar harvested from nearby forests. Designed,
shaped and crafted by the hand and
heart of Foon himself, these artisan
skis offer more than just a smooth
ride in the pow.
“There is a feel-good association to
tree skiing on wooden skis from a local
forest,” Johnny says. “In a sense, the
trees are alive again and back home
sharing some of the energy they have
for the forest and the mountains with us.”
Chilton, a long-time Whistler/Blackcomb
groomer, hopes to sell up a storm with the Tyfoons, so he can stop driving a snowcat and keep
building skis.

–Todd Lawson
foonskis.com

Alexis on Fire 'The Northern' and Slash 'By the Sword' - Johnny.
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Karen Vagelatos
Real Estate Agent

Karen Vagelatos has made it to the top without chairlifts.
Her hard work and desire to succeed allows her to excel as
one of Whistler’s most knowledgable realtors.

Phone: 604.905.2820
Cell: 604.902.2520
Email: karen@wrec.com
WHISTLER BOWL AUG 1963 - PRIOR TO SKI LIFTS

MEADOW PARK

Squamish

Whistler
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backcountry

rusty
nails
& mountain tales
Riddled with history, the McGillivray Lodge at Whitecap Alpine is
known as one of the best, and oldest, backcountry ski cabins in Canada.
by todd lawson

Y

now a certified ACMG Mountain Guide. “We used to go out and
ou have to hand it to the Swiss. Not only are they respontop a Christmas tree from the forest. My dad would put it inside a
sible for cheese, chocolate and the Matterhorn, they're also
bucket full of rusty nails to keep it standing straight. We still use
damn fine ski pioneers. Many a Swiss mountain man has
that bucket of nails today.”
bushwhacked through the Canadian wilderness, laying claim to seThe ski vacations turned into family traditions, and Ron Andrews
cret stashes of powder perfection throughout the Coast Mountains
and his partners eventually purchased the lodge in 1986. “I thought
and beyond. One of those pioneers was Helmut Reinhold. His stash
it was a cool location in the mountains, a comfortable place in the
was the McGillivray Pass.
hills,” says the elder Andrews, who still spends many winter days
In the late 1940s, Reinhold, a Swiss mining engineer, followed
each year at the lodge. “It's a more intimate family-style experian old telephone line strung across a remote valley to the west of
ence. We all share dinner around the table and everyone helps with
Anderson Lake. There he found, and bought, a chunk of pristine
the dishes afterwards.”
west coast wild. Together with his wife Christa,
Many of the lodge's odds and ends that capthe couple homesteaded at the height of the pass
ture the character within its wooden walls are
for more than a decade. In the long, white winters
still there today. You can hang your coat on a
they skied untouched purity day after day, and
glass insulator from the old telephone poles of
dreamed of opening a small ski resort. Unfortuthe ‘40s. A propane fridge from the ‘50s keeps
nately that dream, along with the rest of Helmut
your beer cold while the original wood stove
and Christa, was buried in an avalanche in 1965
heats your toes (and dries your gear). An old
and McGillivray lay quiet for a few years, as if the
shot-ski will still get you and your friends hunpass itself were in mourning.
gover, and an ancient 1957 Bombardier “swamp
Then, in 1972, the Reinholds’ aspirations were
buggy” named Jezebel hibernates in the woods
resurrected. A group of mountain-folk looking for
every summer.
a haven in which to unwind after long days in the
McGillivray Pass Lodge, a winter ski-touring
alpine, rediscovered the same wild place and set
and summer hiking lodge, is recorded as one
the wheels into motion. When the Government
of the earliest private backcountry lodges esof Canada gave the group the green light, they
tablished in British Columbia, before lodges in
began construction on a spacious two-storey log
Assiniboine and Yoho National Parks. “You could
cabin. It opened its doors as the McGillivray Pass
not find a more quintessential ski cabin,” says
Lodge a short time later, and has been operated
COURTESY ANDREWS FAMILY. Lars Andrews, who now oversees the business
and maintained in the family tradition of European
operations of Whitecap Alpine, named after the vimountain huts ever since.
sually inspiring Whitecap Peak. “The place is crawling with history...
“I was skiing up there with some buddies in 1978,” says Ron
and it takes a lot of time to develop that kind of character.” Lars adds,
Andrews, one of the lodge's current shareholders. “We were just
“it’s character that you can't buy today. It's got a lot of soul.”
camping in a flimsy shack down in the valley, and one day we met
The two-storey, 2000-square-foot cabin sits at 6100 feet, (about
some people who invited us up to the cabin for breakfast. When I
the same elevation as the Rendezvous on Blackcomb Mountain),
saw the lodge I had the idea that it might be the perfect place to
sleeps 14 and has modern-day amenities such as hot showers,
take my family on a winter ski vacation.”
sauna and (drum roll please) heated outhouses. Some backcountry
Ron's son Lars was only six years old at the time, and still vividly
die-hards say it's the best-kept secret in the entire Coast range —
remembers every ski vacation ever spent at the lodge. “We would
full of powderhound pleasers like steep chutes, cold smoke and
fly up at Christmas time in a little helicopter; me and my sister
boundless open glades.
Megan sat on a bench seat next to the pilot, ” says Lars Andrews,
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Pemberton
1392 Portage Rd
(beside The Pony Espresso)
604-894-6625
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THE RESCUE BUBBLE SLED

Reliable, innovative rescue equipment for the backcountry.

RESCUE

BUBBLE

PACK FOR ADVENTURE - BE PREPARED FOR ANYTHING. The Rescue
Bubble is a compact sled specifically designed to save you precious time
and energy in the event of a mountain rescue situation. Built with carefully
selected materials that provide extreme durability and weather protection,
the Rescue Bubble creates minimal friction when moving over snow and
ice. No assembly or additional parts required; simply lace, secure and
you will be on the move quickly. Every journey into the backcountry holds
untracked possibilities. FEEL SAFE. BE SAFE. Check out full specs online.

www.rescuebubble.com
info@rescuebubble.com
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“It's just so essential to the whole experience, being back there in that
terrain and being able to come back to stay in the cabin,” says Lars. “It's
so intertwined into the lay of the land, so much a part of the landscape.
The lodge ties the terrain with the people who come to enjoy it.”
People have been coming to enjoy the lodge now for almost 40 years,
each leaving their own tracks and mountain tales in this piece of alpine
paradise. Like the Swiss couple who had a dream, and the Andrews family
after them, they've all in some way or another thrown a rusty nail or two
into the bucket.
whitecapalpine.ca
"Wolf Parade, 'Shine a light.'" – Lars

COURTESY ANDREWS FAMILY.

Lars makes some history of his own. DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.
COURTESY ANDREWS FAMILY.

"The place is crawling with history and
it takes a lot of time to develop that
kind of character." – Lars Andrews.
DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.

Pat Mulrooney PHOTO.
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Your Eyes Won’t Really Notice The Difference
But Your Feet Will

Surefoot Contoura X1 Liner

Nothing has ever skied like this. Nothing has ever fit like this.
7
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At the Crystal Lodge, next to Lululemon

www.surefoot.com

up&comers

Local kids rule the skinny skis

LEFT: Nicki Murdoch, medalist. PHOTO SUBMITTED
ABOVE: MIke Murdoch guns for the finish. TOSHI KAWANO PHOTO

Mike is one of the Youth Program’s most talented skiers and says his aim
is “to win all my races at Midgets this year, because it’s being held here
in Whistler.” It’s an attainable goal considering that in last year’s Midgets
For many of us, skiing consists of locking into the newest pair of all-mounMike claimed first place in the Classic, second in the Skate Race and he
tain, powder or carving planks and barreling downhill, letting gravity do
also took Gold in Loppets, winning the under-11’s 7.5-km Skate Race.
most of the work. The hardest part of the day is usually deciding whether
Success hasn’t gone to his head, though. The young skier recognizes
to go in for lunch or keep ripping.
that behind every great skier is a good wax-job, adding, “I think my dad
For 16-year-old Nicki Murdoch and her 10-year-old brother Mike, lunch
waxed my skis really well because I was just flying.”
is a given and skiing takes a little more endurance and perseverance. As
Parental support is important in any sport.
up-and-coming cross-country ski athletes in the
“The family becomes each other’s cheering
Whistler Nordics Youth Program, the dynamic
cross-country skiing
squad when one of us is out on their race,”
sister-brother duo is making waves, or tracks, in
Nicki says. “And whenever we go skiing togeththe skinny-ski world.
requires
more
than
a
er there are little races or teaching, sometimes
Described as “a slinky” by Paul Beswethermaybe a little teasing.”
ick of Whistler Nordics, Nicki says her proudest
love
of
Lycra
to
succeed.
She and Michael also relish the possibilities
achievement was making the BC Talent Squad in
stemming from their hometown advantage. “I
her first year of racing with the Sea-to-Sky DeStrength and stamina
love living in Whistler,” Nicki beams, “and I nevvelopment Team. She then humbly adds, “that
er really realized how lucky I am until I was away
same year I was recognized as Whistler Norare must-haves.
from home. We have the wonderful mountains,
dics’ most enthusiastic skier, which was also
all the new Olympic venues and, of course, my
exciting.”
favourite the Whistler Olympic Park.”
And the excitement didn’t stop there. Both Nicki and Mike are thriving
Nicki is also particularly emphatic about praising her coach Maria Lunin the cross-country race world, skiing to victory in long endurance comdgren. “She’s a great role model for more than just skiing. I don’t think
petitions known as Loppets and in the youth category classified as Midget
I’d still be skiing if it weren’t for her.” Making sure not to start a sibling
Championships.
war, she adds, “Mike’s one of my inspirations too. He keeps me motivated
Never known for easily understood names or classifications, crossbecause I don’t want him to beat me, even though it’s bound to happen
country skiing requires more than a love of Lycra to succeed. Strength
soon.”
and stamina are must-haves. “For lots of people the cardio is the hardest
With that incentive Nicki Murdoch is speeding into the future, ultimately
part,” Nicki admits, “but I think I’m a natural endurance athlete, so I actuaiming towards racing for a university ski team while she studies medicine.
ally enjoy it.”
Michael’s plans include making the National team, and then competing at
She seems to enjoy success as well – Nicki wins almost every race she
the Olympics. Wherever they end up – podium, stethoscope, or beyond –
enters for her age group and plans on racing in the BC Cups this season
there’s no doubting this sibling super-team are pushing for it hard, one
and making it to Nationals in Canmore, Alberta. “It would be fun to make
skinny-ski at a time.
the provincial development team,” she says.
By Jess Smith
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GO NORDIC
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA!

Discover a Nordic Wonderland
in British Columbia!
cross-country skiing • snowshoeing
unique destinations • trail info • events and more
visit bcnordic.com
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PHOTO: PAUL MORRISON

POWDER BUFFET
PREPARED FRESH DAILY

Bottomless turns just 30 minutes north of Whistler.
Two, three and four day trips available. Book today.

1.604.894.7669 SNOWCATS.CA

backyard

bralorne 		

the end of the line.

A swansong of romance and obscurity in the Sea to Sky’s last
hidden gem.
By Shelley Arnusch
Photography by Blake Jorgenson
Just getting to Bralorne always seems like an accomplishment in itself. The meandering Carpenter Lake
Road out of Lilooet is beset on all sides by the tyranny of beachball-sized boulders, lightly embedded
in concave sandy slopes. You know those suckers are just one microscopic jostle away from careening
down and annihilating everything in their path, including your well-used vehicle and whatever motorized
cargo happens to be weighing it down. It’s enough to make you turn the bass down a notch.
The smartest option is to keep on truckin’ and so you punch it around the Terzaghi Dam, alongside
Carpenter Lake past the turnoff to the Tyax heli-ski lodge, over the river and through the woods past the
town of Gold Bridge with its last-chance general store and up the snaky final leg.
You’ll know you’ve arrived when you roll up on the only bar in town, the Mineshaft Pub, which pinches
off the hub of houses beyond it like the knot of a balloon. If it’s winter there will be more sleds than
trucks parked outside of the Mineshaft – the sled being the vehicle of choice for the longtime locals
and the part-time homeowners and their respective houseguests/crashers. There’s also bound to be a
number of daytrippers who come up the only other road into town – the Hurley Forest Service Road, a
switch-backed backwoods capillary leading up from Pemberton Meadows. The Hurley is a bone-jarring
two-spare-tire jaunt at the best of times and utterly impassible to anything without snowtracks once the
serious snowfalls start.
FALL/WINTER 2010-2011
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There’s a clock on the wall of the shop, the kind of clock that was on the wall of
every classroom in every grade school, except here it runs backwards.

Those snowfalls have put this town on the map as far as the outdoor-adventurer types are concerned.
Area old-timers might still associate Bralorne with its past life as a gold-mining boomtown, when the
cluster of houses bustled with nuclear families and the town swimming pool was more than just the worst
front lawn ever for the current owner. (According to local lore, this misguided soul believed he was buying a different lot with a much better view and was sorely disappointed when it was revealed that he had
actually purchased a crumbling cement pit tucked in behind the community hall.)
These days, there’s a different kind of gold in the hills of Bralorne – reams and reams of snowy terrain
just waiting to be defiled. Steeps and lines, chutes and ladders, doled out generously among the hardy
handful with the wherewithal to even get to them.
If you’re lucky and skilled enough to follow suit, someone will show you to the ice cave where they’ll
chip off a piece of the pale blue wall and put it in a cup of Crown Royal and pass it around like it’s the
last supper, except with more swearing. Later, when all the lines have been poached and the fields have
been rooped and the impossibly beautiful alpenglow lays itself down like a fuzzy pink baby blanket you’ll
all decide to head back, feeling every bump of the access track in your aching arms, too tired to care
if there are eyes blinking at you from the darkness of the forest just beyond the reach of the headlights
that let you see just enough.
No matter how tired, there’s always enough left to swing by the Mineshaft and let proprietress Sally
Bird pour you a shot of something that’ll put hair on your chest while you pay your respects to the allyear locals, most of whom look like draft dodgers. A couple more shots and you might be a draft dodger
yourself. A couple more and you won’t remember what the hell a draft dodger is.
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Your LIFT
to the

TICKET

backcountry.

Visit our website to locate backcountry lodges in British Columbia
for every season. Choose from 28 secluded cozy mountain
lodges and guided or self-guided tour options for an authentic
backcountry experience.

www.BACKCOUNTRYLODGESOFBC.com

Outside the bar, up the road, the houses glow
from within, pumping heat from their woodstoves, one particular place of considerable repute pumping music from a stereo gleaned from
a going-out-of-business lounge down in the city.
The residents are not afraid to use it either, blasting metal at their rowdy get-togethers that inevitably end in a contest for drunken foosball supremacy while down in the cavernous workshop
their beer-in-hand counterparts tighten their
nuts and bolts in anticipation for the next day’s
mission. There’s a clock on the wall of the shop,
the kind of clock that was on the wall of every
classroom in every grade school, except here it
runs backwards, though no one seems to mind
living the same day over and over again.
Towards the end of the winter as the days
start to get longer the sunsets in Bralorne are
best viewed from the front-porch perch of the
dilapidated A-frame up on Sunshine Mountain,
the base of the former bunny-run ski hill that the
town used to support during the mine’s brighter
days. It’s just a quick and easy jaunt via sled
up the overgrown road to the clearing where the
cabin stands. There, on peeling paint benches,
the world will open up in front of you, achingly
beautiful as the sun turns from a ball to a puddle
as it sinks into the horizon, and you turn into a
puddle against the one that showed you all of
this in the first place. You wish you could hold
the sun for just a few more moments, attach it to
your finger and suspend it in time like a celestial
yo-yo dangling at the end of an invisible string.
But then it drops away, and you and the person
you always thought you would watch sunsets
with forever rise from the splintery slab and ride
back into town before the darkness overtakes
you.

"Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow" by The
Shirelles. – Shelley
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character

The Longhaired
Dan Treadway discusses his past, future and why it’s a
good idea to saw the twin tips off your powder skis.

DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.

I was with “Big Air” Dan Treadway for Revelstoke
Mountain Resort’s inaugural opening day back in 2007.
There had been a lot of hype about the new mountain
and new terrain so Dan bribed Whistler transplant
Joey Lammers with deer sausage and Wildcat beers
to let us sleep on his couch.
By Paddy Kaye

w

e stayed up a bit too late and Joey wasn’t happy – it was
the eve of the first day at his new job as Revy’s head
patroller. Dan curled up on the mat by the front door to
ensure Joey would wake us up early and we’d go for
first gondola. He knew Joey would be up and rolling before 5 a.m.
I guess Dan got cold from the breeze under the door and must have
rolled across the floor in his sleep. Joey escaped and we woke up
around 7 or so and had to get the truck pulled out of the snowbank.
By the time we showed up the first gondola had left the base and
Dan, easily the biggest name in freeskiing at the time, threw highfives down the whole lift line before we took our spot at the end.
We unloaded at the top of this brand new resort to find nothing
but untracked powder. Nobody knew where they were going and no
traverse lines existed. For two days I followed Dan through waist-deep

freshies and witnessed him launch a half dozen virgin cliffs, laying
claim to another series of senders and hunting down the undiscovered stashes. That trip was when I really got to learn what Treadway
is all about and yet he’s been full of surprises since.
Big Air Dan is a true outdoorsman, a licensed Canadian trapper
who, alongside his brothers and father, still works a line every fall near
his childhood home in Kenora, Ontario. He’s a redneck snowmobiler,
the only skier on Bombardier’s sponsored sled team. He’s skiing’s
hardest working icon, a business-savy athlete with 43 magazine covers and counting. And he’s recently become a family man spending
his winters nestled in the Pemberton Valley with his wife Karla and
daughter Lily, who’s not yet two years old but already skis with Karla,
hunts with Dan, and is the first one up each summer morning with the
sea-doo keys in her hand.

LEFT: Shredding Haines, Alaska. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.
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DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTO.

Mountain Life – How was the summer?
Big Air Dan – Weather was great and the lake was warm. Ate walleye
over the open fire at least twice a week.

ML – What kind of trouble?
BAD – I got banned from Whistler/Blackcomb for a year so I went to
Jackson Hole and hung out with the TGR boys for a season.

ML – Nice, let’s get right into it, when and why did you move to
Whistler?
BAD – I left home, Mount Evergreen (near Kenora) all 235 vertical feet
of it, in 1995 and headed west to find bigger mountains and more
snow. After a few months at Silver Star, (in Vernon) I went to Whistler
chasing deeper pow and knew it was the place to be.

ML – Ten years later you have a young daughter but you’re still in
the pro-skiing game. Does the family change your approach?
BAD – Not really, I’ve always been calculated out there. There is more on
my mind these days and a lot more reasons to come home every night.

ML – And you’ve stayed ever since?
BAD – Well it took a few weeks to find a place to live. In fact, I almost
bailed town but then I went on a ski tour to the Russet Lake cabin and
that sealed the deal. A few weeks later I had a place living with some
randoms and was skiing every day.
ML – When did skiing become your job?
BAD – I guess it was the next year. The scene in Whistler was coming
together and K2 gave me some skis. I went out with Paul Morrison and
a couple months later I was in print.
ML – When did you get the nickname “Big Air?”
BAD – Shane Szocs and JP Auclair and those guys started calling
me that. I was tee’ing up lots of big cliffs and got in some trouble for
ducking lines into permanent closures.
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ML – You’ve lost some good friends to the mountains. Shane McConkey was a friend and also a father. How does that affect you?
BAD – Yes, it’s heavy for sure. A crazy story about Shane – an hour after I got the news he had died, Karla went into labour and my daughter
Lily was born. The circle of life I guess, and a heavy reminder.
ML – But you’re still sending big airs?
BAD – Yeah, for sure.
ML – How about injuries?
BAD – I broke my back a couple years ago and had a close call in an
avalanche that same year. I was under the snow for over seven minutes
and without my bros I was done.
ML – Wow, what went wrong?
BAD – Wrong place at the wrong time. It was a sketchy snow year and
we knew it, I had a bunch of close calls in a row.

ML – What did that do to you?
BAD – I canceled my spring trip to Alaska, hung up the boards and
went to the cottage a month early.

ML – Anything else about the ski scene bothering you?
BAD – Nope.

ML – What are you skiing on these days?
BAD – Rossignol S7’s with the tail cut off.
ML – You’ve been in the game a long time and you’re still relevant,
t’sML
all–How
aboutdid
isn’t
it,become
powder?
you
a mountain man, what does it take?
ML – And how’s the snowmobiling program going?
BAD
much,
to share
too. just do whatever you
BAD– –Pretty
I guess
you it’s
havenice
to want
to bewith
out friends
there. Then
BAD – Really good. I’ve got a few film parts and a free sled from Bomhave to do to survive, and ski powder.
bardier. We’re putting together avalanche awareness seminars geared
ML – Speaking of snow and friends, what about the Whistler scene
to snowmobilers. Never know, maybe we can save some lives, rednecks
now,
how
has really
that changed?
ML –
That’s
what it’s all about isn’t it, powder?
listen to rednecks.
BAD
–
There’s
more
people
and
more
photos
being
taken.
I
guess
the
BAD – Pretty much, it’s nice to share with friends too.
old crew is spread around more these days but there’s always someone
ML– Do you have any advice for young skiers who dream of being a
toML
chase
snow with
usually
a pocket
or two
to land
in.
– Speaking
of and
snow
and friends,
what
about
the Whistler
scene now,
big mountain skier one day?
how has that changed?
BAD – Wear a condom and ski everyday. For real though it’s about stayML–
Talk
about
the
business
side
of
being
a
pro
skier.
BAD – There’s more people and more photos being taken. I guess the old
ing
BAD
– [Laughs.]
first these
pair ofdays
free but
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I’ve approached
it as
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is spread Since
aroundmymore
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to alive and that means knowing the limits and studying the weather
and
snow pack.
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business.
These
days
there’s
the
mandatory
blog,
Facebook,
Twitter,
snow with and usually a pocket or two to land in.
etc., and you need to ski every day.
ML – The secret is out. What keeps you going?
ML– Talk about the business side of being a pro skier.
ML
– So
what do you
think
the pair
sportofthese
days?
BAD
– [Laughs.]
Since
myoffirst
free skis
I’ve approached it as BAD
a – Best job ever. But really I’m out there with my friends who happen
BAD
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think
there’s
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business. These days there’s the mandatory blog, Facebook, Twitter, etc., to be photographers. I’ve been lucky to have been in the limelight
for so long and it’s still working out so I’ll ride the wave as long as I
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day.tips suck.
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you think
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on More
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I think
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BAD – Good question, not sure but I feel like I have lots of options down
skis
they
don't
on suck.
your sled and you can't stick 'em in the
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on fat skis
and
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snow when you're hiking or trying to put them on..
ML – You’ve got issues with twin tips?
BAD – "Fred
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Dan need them on the big mountain
skis.
ML – Anything else about the ski scene bothering you?
BAD – Nope.

BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.

ML – What are you skiing on these days?
BAD – Rossignol S7’s with the tail cut off.
ML – And how’s the snowmobiling program going?
BAD – Really good. I’ve got a few film parts and a free sled from Bombardier. We’re putting together avalanche awareness seminars geared to
snowmobilers. Never know, maybe we can save some lives, rednecks listen
to rednecks.
ML– Do you have any advice for young skiers who dream of being a big
mountain skier one day?
BAD – Wear a condom and ski everyday. For real though it’s about staying alive and that means knowing the limits and studying the weather and
snow pack.
ML – The secret is out. What keeps you going?
BAD – Best job ever. But really I’m out there with my friends who happen to
be photographers. I’ve been lucky to have been in the limelight for so long
and it’s still working out so I’ll ride the wave as long as I can.
ML – What’s next?
BAD – Good question, not sure but I feel like I have lots of options down
the road. It will involve skiing.
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Daryl. CHRIS CHRISTIE PHOTO.

Dave. BRUCE ROWLES PHOTO.

Big Air Dan has two younger brothers laying some tracks in the ski scene today. Mid Air Daryl
and Little Air Dave made the move to the mountains a decade after their big brother and have also
nestled into the Pemberton Valley to chase snow.
Daryl moved to Whistler in 2004 and Dave ended up there in 2005 via Fernie and then
Chamonix. All three are talented athletes with extensive ski travels and accomplishments under
their belts. The similarities are more that just their first initial – in fact they’re very interesting,
almost fairy-tale-ish. The brothers made the journey to the mountains one after another, first Dan,
then Daryl, then Dave. All three wed skiers, Dan to Karla in 2006, Daryl to Pam in May 2008, Dave
to Tessa in September 2008. The Treadway women have gained some exposure in the recent years
as well; both Tessa and Pam were extras in the movie Hot Tub Time Machine and Tessa Treadway
has graced the pages of ski magazines a few times in the past years. Karla can often be found on
the slopes with daughter Lily and even “No Air” Dad, Tim Treadway, still joins the boys for a few
laps now and then, either on the slopes or on the sled.
Although similar, the Treadways carry on shredding in their own ways. Daryl just spent a year on
the beach and is hungry for some new adventures in Bralorne, the Kootenays, the Alps if it dumps,
sled missions to the Pacific Ocean from Pemberton, and maybe AK in the spring. Dave has not
been banned from Whistler yet and this spring he’s hoping to do a ski plane trip somewhere in
BC’s Coast Range. Rest assured, the Treadway images and stories will continue.

Daryl Treadway is his own man. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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Waking up in the hospital is always a trip. But coming-to in a small pueblo
Bolivian infirmary was especially disorienting. I had been out for four hours
– the first recharge in a day and a half. And thanks to my rally partner Rob,
and his demands to have the local docs double down on my rehydrating
saline treatment, I was on the up and up. My justification for having my
own private MD as a rally partner was paying off.
“How do you feel?” Rob asked.
“Better.” I couldn’t tell exactly how I felt – but having spent much of the
previous day hiding from the sun behind a leafless bush with my body rejecting liquid from every opening – feeling anything was an improvement.
“Sweet!” Rob yawped. “Let’s do this. We’ve got a race to finish.”
He watched as I wobbled back into the saddle, and before I could truly
assess my condition, we were off for another all-night quest along the
bumpy dirt roads of the Andes. Today, day 6, the lesson was: Coca leaves
may help with altitude and alertness, but swallowing the juice and getting
stranded in the desert sun beside a broken-down two-seater Mototaxi is a
recipe for disaster. As usual, I learned the hard way.
DAY 1
I had met Robert Montana at a 10-day silent meditation retreat in the Himalaya Mountains of northern India a year prior. We decided to break the
silence by signing up for the first-ever South American Mototaxi Junket, a
4000-km mountainous route from Huancayo, Peru to Asuncion, Paraguay.
Christening ourselves Team Valsalva Victory, we arrived in Peru to an organizational chaos – unbuilt vehicles, unsigned documents, unnecessary
delays. Our quest for glory would have to wait, although this gave us time
to acclimatize to the incredible mountains and hospitable culture.
The junket hosted some 60 teams from around the globe. Most were
far from true adventurers and just looking to push their envelopes with this
charitable Andean meander. Before the starting-gun fired, Team Valsalva Victory had already exceeded our pledge to raise $3000 for Operation Smile – a
foundation that repairs childhood facial deformities. We had both a worthy
cause and a worthy challenge; now all we needed was a worthy vehicle.
What we got instead was a sloppy Chinese-built Lifan 125 cc moto with
a chair-and-a-half seating system and a penchant for broken spokes, flat
tires, derailed chains and puttering uphill at 10 km/hour… on a good day.
We were off.
DAY 10
I’ve never broken into a church before. OK that may be a lie – but not in
the middle of the Andes, well past midnight, and aided by locals offering
it up as a place to sleep.
Our chain had snapped a few times in the last 30 kilometres and our
tires had managed multiple deflations. Rob and I had been pushing our
650-pound moto-steed up a steep gravel road for over six hours with only
the stars to inspire momentum. The night was too cold for our usual routine of stop, drop, and sleep or Team Valsalva would have simply lain down
on the ground and let the southern hemisphere have her way with us.
Instead, we rolled into a tiny cluster of lights and a half-dozen claybricked
shacks. Dogs barked and three generations of kindness poured out into the
streets, curious as to how and why we’d arrived in such beatnik fashion.
The church was locked. We couldn’t jimmy our way in, so we wedged
the smallest available child through the bars of the side window. She was
barely tall enough to reach the lock inside, and not strong enough to undo
it. Shortly after, a local elder arrived and we were ushered to a one-room
cement-floored schoolhouse. It was dry, it was warm, and that night it was
home sweet home.
This generosity, given without question to strangers in the middle of the
night, was as authentic a traveling experience as I have ever had, and it
became typical throughout the length of the rally. The Andean nights are
cold and the terrain unforgiving, but the people are among the warmest
souls you could ever hope to meet.
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A man on horseback was
spotted off the side of the
road. He claimed he knew
of a man, who knew of a
man who thought he may
know another man… who
may have a truck.

Day 13
“Esta calle, no es possible. Es loco.”
His Spanish was broken but the message was clear. We had journeyed
so far, through so many setbacks and breakdowns and with so many
kilometres behind us. But as the toothless gas attendant poured his
petrol-filled Coke bottles into our ride, his words fell short.
Rob was defiant: “In the spirit of the rally, we have to attempt this.”
The road looked like mototaxi suicide. I knew it would be, but instead
of being the voice of reason, I instinctively nodded my head in agreement.
“Vamos a tropical,” I offered – a loose Jackie Moon translation Valsalva Victory used to keep ourselves amused when things went wrong.
It was just 78 km through the Choco desert to the “paved” road that
would escort us to our destination. What could possibly go awry?
Five hours and 45 km later, we found out. The rock-and-sand trail
assassinated our tire spokes, popping them out like machine-gun fire.
We forged ahead blindly, stubbornly…stupidly perhaps.
A lone military base rose from the thick sand, marking the BolivianParaguay border. On wobbling wheels I pushed on towards the base
and quickly drew a lot of attention. A truck had gone by a few months
before, we were later told. Otherwise, we were it.
After a charming-but-thorough narcotics check, we were offered a
hot meal and a night’s stay in the barracks – real beds. The Jefe even
moved his bed alongside ours to keep us safe. Waking up in army bunks
to see the men lined up doing their morning army calls with the raising
of the Bolivian flag beats the hospital any day but it was still the most
surreal alarm clock I have ever experienced.
After an entire morning moving spokes from the front tire to the back
two, with many failed attempts at radio rescue, Rob and I were restless
and ready to move. Backtracking seemed futile but the way forward was
impassable.
With all the weight shifted forward to protect our delicate rear wheels,
we managed a 10 km/hour max speed. The slow road crawled past and
spokes continued to give out until our light began to diminish. And then
luck found us.
A man on horseback was spotted off the side of the road. He claimed
he knew of a man, who knew of a man who thought he may know another man… who may have a truck. Three hours later, the truck scavenger
hunt was completed as our rig sat loaded into the back of a yellow ‘72
Toyota Land Cruiser. Five more hours of driving returned us to the town
from which we’d left two days prior.
The next morning, as we watched the Coke bottles drain into our
tank, we heard the toothless mouth tell us again how impassible the
road was. This time, we agreed.
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ECO
TRAVEL
SOLUTIONS
Alain Denis snapped this photo of his
Tarmac Duffle in rain-soaked Guatemala,
on his way from Canada to Argentina.
onsightequipment.com

LIAM MCKENZIE
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Day 15

Team Valsalva Victory, became the
first ever to successfully complete the
South American Mototaxi Junket.

Pavement-bound, we were anticipating a leisurely ride into the finish. But alas, the pavement
wasn’t so kind. Deep potholes, optimum for popping tires and breaking spokes, plagued us for
the next three days – until our engine finally reached its demise at the hands of the unbearable
desert heat. Our Mototaxi was officially kaput just a handful of kilometres from the finish.
Still in the saddle of our fallen beast we rolled into Asuncion, beaming with the spirit of the rally
and grateful to the spirit of the local famer who’d agreed to pull us – via rope.
And with that, Team Valsalva Victory had made history. Not that anyone cared – there was no
fanfare as we rolled into Asuncion. No promised parade, no banners, and no fiesta as advertised.
The lone organizer waiting for arrivals was jumping ship and leaving Paraguay that night. We were
late – very late – but no other team had finished.
So in a very unceremonious fashion, what had started with 60 teams was now down to just
a handful, and ours, Team Valsalva Victory, became the first ever to successfully complete the
South American Mototaxi Junket.
Exhausted from the travels but contentedly richer from the experience, we dropped off our
frustrating little sofa-bike and walked away better for having known it.

operationsmile.org
valsalvavictory.wordpress.com

We listened to "Cruise Control" by Wicked Lester a lot. 'Come on everybody this is cruise control! – Will
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the big day out
TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

WE’LL TREAT YOU AND THREE FRIENDS TO AN ALL-OUT, FULL-ON,
NON-STOP $3600 BIG DAY OUT IN WHISTLER THIS WINTER!
WInners start off with an epic day shredding untracked pow with Powder Mountain Catskiing.
Keep the adrenaline pounding with an apres-ski jump session at Whistler Bungee followed by
beers at the taphouse at the Whistler Brewing Company. Next, chill out in fine style at the
Scandinave Spa Whistler before heading out for dinner at Sidecut, a modern steak restaurant at the
Four Seasons Hotel. After that paint the town red or just go settle your weary heads on the comfortable
pillows of your delux accomodation at the Coast Blackcomb Suites.

TO ENTER, VISIT WWW.MOUNTAINLIFEMAG.CA

SQUAMISH
THE AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE
Tired of the daily commute or
sitting in trafﬁc?

Vancouver is only 45 minutes away on
the scenic Sea to Sky highway.

Looking for winter activities?

Whistler is only a short 40 minute drive.

For personalized
professional service
call me to explore all
your real estate options.
604.815.8015
mike@blacktuskrealty.com
SheehanSellsSquamish.com

Squamish, British Columbia
executivesuitesgaribaldi.com . 877.815.0048

#3-1900 Garibaldi Way, Squamish
Box 640, Garibaldi Highlands, BC V0N 1T0
1-888-931-0022
www.blacktuskrealty.com
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Adam Pflegger, Backcountry. Garrett Grove Photo.
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David Aubry on Blackcomb Mountain. ERIC BERGER PHOTO.
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TODD LAWSON

AJ POLLAK
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DAGAN BEACH

JIA CONDON

LORNE WARBURTON

JIA CONDON
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Benji Ritchie, Pemberton, BC. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

Peter Smart, Hurley Pass, BC. PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.
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backcountry snowcat
skiing & boarding

nelson, british columbia

B A L D FA C E . N E T
I N F O @ B A L D FA C E . N E T
250-352-0006

the loft salon
HAIR TANNING NAILS

CALL TODAY: 604 935 0044
www.theloftsalon.com
211- 4368 Main Street, Whistler Village.
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Jonaven
Moore

Reflections on friends, fun,
and riding really big mountains.

jonaven

By Matt Domanski
Photography by Kelly Schovanek
I’ve known Jonaven since 1994, when he was about
14 years old and slaying runs at Lake Louise with his
buddy Joe. But one day that really stands out was back
in 2000, way out in the Whistler backcountry. We had
started sledding before sunrise hoping to get some
nice morning light shots and Jonaven and Dave Basterrechea (another modest line killer) had taken off ahead
of the rest of the crew. When we caught up they were
standing atop a line we’ve since named Papa Jordan
after Whistler Mountain’s infamous Air Jordan cliff.
Anyone who’s spent any time in the Peak chair lift
line on a big snow day has probably seen people attempt the Air Jordan double cliff line; well Papa Jordan
is similar, but like the name implies, much bigger and
badder, with serious consequences for anyone who
doesn’t stick the landing on the upper 30-footer.
Jonaven strapped on his board for the first time that
day and dropped into this massive, never-before-ridden
cliff line. He stomped the first drop and rock-rode the
second one, literally sliding his board over the granite
face and impressing us all. That kind of thing gets ev-

eryone’s day off to a great start.
Jonaven is a naturally talented rider who doesn't
speak much about his latest adventures. I use the plural because he’s always off on some sort of exciting
expedition or thrill-seeking trip, be it surf, snow, travelling to Russia, or learning more about carpentry by
building a 58-foot sailboat for a new friend on Vancouver Island.
Today that little kid I used to know is 30 years old and
still snowboarding at a level most riders never come
close to achieving. He’s snowboard mountaineering really, and it’s a whole different league.
Matt Domanski –You seem like you've sort of dropped
out of the media spotlight from the level where you
were for a while. What's happened? Injuries, kids?
Jonaven Moore – Neither. I feel super lucky that I
actually haven't been hurt at all for the last while but
a couple of things happened and one of them is that I
started to lack inspiration in the world of snowmobileassisted snowboarding and left that for my splitboard.
For many reasons. that doesn't cater as easily to getting places on the fly with a photographer but it has
satiated my soul in the most incredible ways.
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how much time you end up having to spend on
the slope. That type of timeframe and intimacy
with what you’re riding makes a world of difference in your whole confidence game. Further,
going up something gives you a really amazing
chance to look at everything you’re going to ride
from the on-slope perspective before you come
back down it.
MD – What else influences your snowboarding?
JM – For a while I was doing a lot of whitewater kayaking and I think that had a big influence
on my snowboarding. I started looking at things
with a whole new perspective and looking for
big rock slides. I guess that kind of comes from
growing up as a skateboarder that ended up in
the mountains. I was just looking for “jibs” in a
different environment and scale.
I think surfing also has a big influence on
what I've gravitated towards in snowboarding. I
can look back on it and see that a lot of what
really got me going in the big mountains was
being really locked in to what I was doing and
having to make super in-the-moment decisions
– not being able to second guess yourself, just
simply reacting and I think that’s exactly what
happens in surfing. I found that [same feeling]
on a big mountain line, once the slough started
going and you had to race it, or when you got
committed to a certain speed and had to run it
out the bottom without really being able to slow
down any more.
MD – So you’ve been riding on the splitboard a lot
and Jeremy Jones named you as the first rider on
his new company. Are rider-owned companies coming back to the forefront?
JM – I actually feel like the rider-owned company is
almost a dying breed. I've always felt like it had made
sense to support companies that put their money back
into the sport. Any companies that put up contests, pay
riders and photographers, that sort of thing.
MD – Jeremy Jones has been voted big mountain
snowboarder of the year every year since I can remember. His style of riding is right up your alley. Are
you finding the boards complement your aggressive
big mountain riding?
JM – Yeah, Jones boards are a pretty good fit for me.
I think for the most part I was just super stoked that
someone saw the same potential in making a really
good splitboard that I saw. The new Jones Solution is
so sick. It's really light for a split, and especially with a
pair of Spark bindings on it you can barely tell you’re
on a split at all.
MD – I saw the teaser for the TGR film Deeper and
from the title I thought it meant deep powder but
wow, it looks like you guys were in some deep situations. Some of the lines you hiked up would leave the
average snowboarder crying for help. How do you
keep your mind in the game and not think about the
dangers surrounding you?
JM – For starters, we climbed almost every line that's
in the film. When you climb something you can make
sure it’s really safe and feels good just by the nature of

MD – So, what’s next?
JM – Well, the other reason I am not in the spotlight so
much anymore, and I think this is a big one for me, is
that a lot of my big influences and friends passed away
in the mountains during my run so far and especially
in the last few years. I think that’s kind of caught up
with me – Brett Carlson when I first got to Whistler.
Greg Todds who basically taught me how to ride in
the mountains as a young grom at Lake Louise. Doug
Coombs my first guide in Alaska. Craig Kelly. And my
best friend in Whistler, Chris Baines. That doesn't even
name them all.
While I realize it’s all sort of part of the game, I feel
strange sometimes that I've pushed it at the level that I
have and somehow I'm the one that’s still here. I guess
it's made me really appreciative of everything that I
have and, I think, changed my perspective to where I
don't really feel I want to go out in the mountains and
do anything but look for a good time. I don't want to
feel pressure to get a photo, or to ride when I don't feel
good about it. I just want to go out in the mountains
with my friends and ride for the same reasons that I
did when I was 14. Because it’s fun, and truth is, that
doesn't always lend itself to being a “professional.”
As well, I'm spending a lot of time on Vancouver Island these days exploring the ocean. Time that I always
knew I'd devote to the water but just never knew when.
She's been a patient mistress and I'm really glad to
have her back.
I think most of my trips in the mountains from here on
will probably just be with my friends and family. Not sure
when, or where, but I'll be glad to get back to them.

"My brain has an eclectic nature. On the one side of the spectrum is 'Angry, Young and Poor' by Anti-Flag
and on the other is 'Broken' by Tracy Chapman." – Jonaven
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Jonaven
Moore

Kelly Schovanek photo.

you don’t need a translator. the ear to ear grin on your
face says it all.
Picture the largest single heliski area on the planet, 25m of annual snowfall,
100% small group heliskiing, and two remote lodges to choose from. Now
imagine yourself with four of your closest friends cranking out turn after

turn in zero-density-blower-ﬂuffy-pow. Try wiping that smile off your face.
Visit our corner of northern British Columbia, Canada, and discover for
yourself what makes Last Frontier a legend in its own right.

lastfrontierheli.com | 1 888 655 5566

COME CATCH
SOME AIR!

Experience Your Own
Scenic Flightseeing
Adventure Today
From Just

99

$

per person

Vancouver Harbour

Vancouver International Airport

helijet.com 1.800.987.4354

Grouse Mountain

Experience wins. Always.
Skied since 1897, lift-accessed since 1947, history comes alive at RED
Mountain Resort. World renowned glades, bowls, powder, and genuine ski
town flavor augment the experience of living the dream amongst
like-minded folks: we’re all here for the glory.

For Real? Deal! Get up to 3 Days FREE.
When you book your RED vacation, for every 3 day
combined package of lift tickets and lodging booked, you
get the next 2 days FREE*! Book 4 days, get 3 FREE!**

Call Red Mountain Resort Lodging at
1-877-969-7669 to book.
*/**Offer only valid during, Dec 10 – 22, 2010, Jan 3 – 14, 2011, Mar 21 – Apr 4, 2011. Based on
availability. Package is only available as a lift and accommodation combination. No rain checks
or credits. These deals cannot be combined with any other offer.

Mountains of Possibility.

artistprofile

S

By Claire Piech

itting in his gallery, Mark Richards gives the illusion
of someone who has dabbled avec les arts all his
life but actually, Mark confides, it was the 2005
Kokanee Crankworx mountain bike festival that
kick-started his artistic career.
“My background is in engineering, and I worked in high
tech for 10 years,” explains the Ontario native. “In 2005, my
career was so busy that my superiors told me I couldn’t take
a summer vacation. I’ve only missed Crankworx one year,
and that was it. I’ll never forget that.”
Five years ago, Mark decided to leave the rat-race and
spend the winter with his professional-artist father. They
worked together to push digitally-enhanced photography to
a new level, coming up with a technique Mark calls “luminous
photo impressions,” an eye-grabbing blend of digital manipulation and photography that changes drastically under different lighting conditions. Using technical skills like gamma
correction and dynamic range tinkering, combined with his
own signature sharpening technique, Mark melds technology,
photography, and traditional fine art in a way that has seen
his works sell all over the world.
But it was a steep climb to get to here. After quitting his job
and leaving his father’s place Mark tossed all his belongings
into a trailer and headed due west on the Trans-Canada Highway, driving straight towards the Sea to Sky and a new life.
“When I showed up in Whistler, I wasn’t a 20-year-old with
nothing to lose,” recounts Mark. “I had a career I had given
up, and I gave myself a time-line, which was essentially my
savings account. I always knew I had my resume in my back
pocket, and sometimes I would actually check for engineering
jobs in Vancouver.”
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Today, one of his favourite pieces brings him back to the
time when his artistic career was budding and the turning
point, not surprisingly, involved a bike. Returning home one
day Mark noticed ideal evening light on Whistler’s Khyber
area, a zone he had long planned to shoot. Without wasting
time, he packed his gear and took off on his mountain bike
up a steep trail named “See Colours and Puke.”
“As I was climbing, the sun had already set, but I pedaled
harder and caught up to it,” says Mark. “I was able to catch
really good light.” It was close, and a gruelling hill-climb, but
Mark got the colours without any of the puking.
For the next few weeks, the engineer-turned-artist carefully
worked to apply his technique to the high resolution photograph, concentrating on the texture, shadow, highlights and
colour. He then sharpened the image and laid it directly onto
a hand-stretched canvas using UV-protected pigments. The
result – called Sunset at Khyber – cemented his style and
was one of his first pieces to attract serious attention.
And while biking helped launch Mark’s artistic career in
Whistler, he says the winter is when he captures some of his
most spectacular images. “The winter air is crisp enough to
allow me to get sharp long distance shots,” he says, “and
high alpine photography becomes more spectacular as rock
faces get covered with powder.” Snow also lets him get to
places that are difficult in the hotter months.
Like most residents in Whistler, Mark has also had to
learn the art of using workspace effectively, and even these
days, his studio isn’t in the back of his gallery like many
artists, but rather sprawled across his living room in Whistler’s Creekside. “My entire living room is mapped out, every square foot – my printer goes here, tables are there, and
there is just enough room to stretch out a large canvas without knocking over any lights,” he says. “The nice thing about

having such a small, compact studio, though, is
I can almost reach everything in two steps, and
my tools are never very far. My goal is to one
day get a kitchen table.”
Mark’s persistence, enthusiasm, and lack
of a flat eating surface paid off. In 2007 he
scraped together enough money to open his
own gallery space in the Hilton Whistler Resort
and show his pieces to a steadier clientele.
Building the space, Mark’s engineering instinct
took over and he rigged the lighting in order
to show how each piece looks under different
illuminations. The effect intrigues buyers as
much as the follow-your-dreams story behind
the artist.
After all, what better way to get satisfaction
for a missed summer vacation than to set up
your entire life like a vacation? Mark’s journey
from corporate careerist to Whistler-based artist with his own gallery may have been gradual,
but these days, he almost never thinks back to
his engineering career. Instead, Mark is fully
embracing the riches of his life: he’s always
looking for the next photo shoot, always planning
the next bike ride or ski trip, always thinking
about the next step for his gallery.

markrichardsgallery.com

"This morning i was enjoying a live version
of Led Zeppelin's "The Rain Song." – Mark

environment

The next
paradigm
Generating energy
from on high

DEVIN MANKY PHOTO.

By Michel Beaudry
It rises out of the North Shore mountain like a new-age beacon, a 21st century titan. Stark and distinct across the skyline, you can see its giant blades
from as far away as UBC at one end of Vancouver and SFU at the other.
But it’s not until you’re there at its base
and climbing into the bowels of the machine
that you realize just how big this monster
really is. The view alone is worth the visit.
From the top of its panoramic viewing tower, the Lower Mainland spreads out like a
child’s map. On a clear day, it feels like you
can see forever.
Go ahead. Complain about its aesthetics
if you want. Yes, it’s big. Yes, it dominates
the view. And no, it’s not going away anytime soon. Still, the much-anticipated Eye of the Wind turbine project at the top of Grouse Mountain offers
one of the most exciting storylines in mountain tourism today.
Why? Simple. This electricity-gathering behemoth may transform our ski
areas into energy-producing playgrounds.
About time, too. Just imagine: using the mountains’ unique characteristics to harvest clean (or at least cleaner) electricity does not have to disturb
your fun – or compromise your future. It’s the kind of environmental winwin that everyone is looking for.
And it’s getting lots of attention already. “It’s the first commercially viable wind turbine in Vancouver,” boasts Grouse Mountain Communications
Manager William Mbaho in a recent interview. And he should be proud –

the whole project came very close to foundering during the sprint to the
finish line.
Scheduled to open in time for the Olympics, the project was held back
for several months due to a dispute between BC Hydro and Grouse
Mountain over safety concerns. For a while, it looked like neither side
would budge from their respective positions.
Fortunately all that’s behind them now.
Opened last September – after the installation
of specialized equipment to safeguard BC
Hydro’s grid-connection process – the Eye of
the Wind now has everyone jumping onto its
clean-energy bandwagon.
BC Hydro President and CEO Dave Cobb
gushes: “[This project] is providing a tangible
ships BC Hydro enjoys building with partners
committed to clean and renewable energy.”
Not to be outdone, politician Bill Bennett has also put in his two cents.
“We hope it will inspire companies and communities across the province to
develop innovative, renewable energy projects in support of our provincial
goal of becoming electricity self-sufficient by 2016,” says BC’s Energy
Minister.
The capacity of the new wind turbine is impressive, too. Grouse Mountain
estimates that the turbine’s 1.5 megawatts of power can generate enough
electricity for about 400 homes. Given those stats and all the positive attention the project has garnered to date, the question has to be asked:
Can the double-barrelled entity at Whistler afford to stay out of the windgenerating game for much longer? Stay tuned.…

This electricity-gathering
behemoth may transform
our ski areas into energyproducing playgrounds.

"Blowin' in the Wind," by Bob Dylan, seems fitting.
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The Welly
has a
Holy Grail

Downtown Squamish, 38031 Cleveland Ave.
604.892.9057
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history

Alfred Waddington's old map from the late 1800s has clearly marked
"Indian Trails" traversing high alpine areas. COURTESY BC ARCHIVES.

Ancient Alpinists
historical first nations were no
strangers to the high alpine
By Jeff Slack
Since their ‘discovery’ the Coast Mountains have offered some of the most
mind-blowing opportunities for adventure on Earth. There’s nothing like
standing amidst jagged peaks, sprawling glaciers and kaleidoscope
meadows on a bluebird day. Or, for that matter, seeing nothing at all in a
vertigo-inducing whiteout.
Around here, conversations about the pioneers in these inspiring,
challenging landscapes usually begin with the founders of Whistler Mountain,
or, less often, early mountaineers like Don and Phyllis Munday, but First
Nations people were venturing above tree-line long before these mountain
heroes.
These early mountain-climbers saw the Coast Mountain alpine much
like Sea-to-Sky residents today – as a powerful landscape with plenty to
offer. Bridging this ancient fascination into the present is SFU archaeologist Dr. Rudy Reimer, a Squamish Nation member at the forefront
of alpine archaeology – think Indiana Jones with an ice axe. Reimer
combines his own field research with oral histories to write First Nations
back into the social memory of the Coast Mountain landscape.
And a deep memory it is. Reimer has identified sites in Garibaldi Park up
to 10,000 years old. “Other locations,” he explains, “were off limits due to
their associations with powerful mythical beings such as the Thunderbird,
whose perch is atop what is known to some as Black Tusk.”
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But most areas were explored. The berry patches that thrive in well-lit
alpine areas saw some of the heaviest use. Since fruit ripens slowly at altitude, harvesters climbed progressively up-slope, finding fresh berries well
into the fall. Of course, berry patches attract other visitors like elk, deer,
and bear which were hunted throughout the sub-alpine parkland.
The most sought-after prey were mountain goats, whose meat and wool
blankets served as markers of status. The goats’ meat was fattest and
fur thickest in late fall so hunters often grappled with early snowfalls that
left alpine rock extra slick, and crevasses thinly covered. Drawing materials from their immediate surroundings, they developed gear resembling
modern alpenstocks, snowshoes, crampons and climbing ropes to better
navigate the terrain.
Some of the best hunting zones lay among the gnarly crags of the
Tantalus Range, named Twi’liks in Squamish after a legendary hunter. The
dangers of the hunt demanded years of practice and apprenticeship, but
also added prestige to the kill. Imagine headstrong Squamish youths aspiring to chase these woolly beasts, much like today’s groms dream of steep,
exposed ski lines.
Of course, there is plenty of fun to be had in the Coast Mountains and
local natives certainly partook. Vancouver’s Dr. Bell Irving witnessed this
firsthand on an 1889 North Shore hunting trip guided by Squamish Chief
Joe Capilano. One evening while camped beneath the West Lion, Chief
Capilano asked the doctor to time one of his men climbing the iconic peak.
As Irving recounted, “the lithe youth stripped naked then went up the rocky
face like a cat, springing from ledge to ledge, all the time in plain view of
the watchers below. Reaching the summit he turned, waved his arms, and
then commenced a descent so swift as to seem almost incredible.”

Next time you climb the West Lion, try to beat one Squamish youth’s
time of twenty minutes, clothing optional.
Another alpine lure was forged in the Coast Range’s fiery past. Obsidian
is used for razor-sharp blades and fine jewellery around the world, and
this volcanic glass can still be found among Garibaldi Park’s ancient lava
flows. Further north, Mount Edziza was B.C.’s largest producer, with other
sources in the Chilcotin’s Rainbow Range and, possibly, near the glacial
dome of Mount Silverthrone, BC’s highest volcano.
Because each obsidian quarry has a distinct composition, scientists
are able to “fingerprint” fragments found at archaeological sites and trace
them back to their source. Garibaldi obsidian has been found throughout
southern B.C. and Washington state, while Edziza filled orders as far away
as Alaska and Alberta.
Obsidian was just one of many commodities exchanged across this
broad network of trade trails. The “iceman” found melting from a glacier in
the St. Elias Range in 1999 likely perished following one of these routes,
roughly 500 years ago.

The most sought-after prey were
mountain goats, whose meat and wool
blankets served as markers of status.
More recently, an 1868 map of B.C.’s central coast recorded two “Indian
Trails.” Surveying the river valleys for potential railway routes, the mapmakers knew next to nothing about the high terrain surrounding them. Both
routes would have traversed massive glacial plateaus – just west of Mount
Waddington along the Franklin Glacier, and the Lillooet Icefield, respectively. Nowadays, few venture into these arctic landscapes without years of
mountaineering experience.
Two “Indian Trails” were recorded on this 1868 map. One track crossed
between the Homathko and Klinaklini valleys, while the other connected
the Southgate drainage to the Bridge River country near Bralorne.
Through his work Dr. Reimer hopes to challenge long-held perceptions
of these cherished places: “I hope that my research will show that mountainous areas have a long First Nations presence. My elders have always
told me that our ancestors used the entirety of our territory, from the tops
of the mountains to the depths of the sea.”
The fact that Reimer is uncovering his own people’s heritage makes his
work among the peaks especially rewarding. Who knows, maybe he’ll dig
up an ancient cedar-carved snowboard and really re-write history.
slcc.ca
Jeff says: "Adolescents' 'Kids of the Black Hole' has helped me
get in shape for winter especially because it reminds me of a rad
segment from the old Mack Dawg movie Simple Pleasures."

The West Lions. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.
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promotion

local picks
Prior Brandywine Split
“We are stoked to release the world’s first female-specific splitboard. The
Brandywine Split is designed to provide a smooth, fast ride in the complete
gamut of winter conditions. Hybrid Rocker frees up the tip and tail resulting in
an improved powder ride with more effortless edge-to-edge transition. Minimal
taper provides extra power and drive off the tail to catapult you through turns
with energy and speed. For 2011 the BW Split comes in 149, 154, and 158cm
sizes. All our skis and boards are designed, tested and built locally in Whistler.”
Dean, Prior Snowboards Whistler. Priorsnowboards.com

Surefoot Contoura X1 Liner
“New this winter, this revolutionary liner
is the result of 28 years of boot-fitting
experience, passion for the sport, and
the latest in technology and materials.
Surefoot is the world’s largest ski boot
specialty store and the first to bring a
truly custom boot to skiers of all levels
and this product will change the way
people think about ski boots. Better
fitting, better skiing.”
Sarah, Surefoot Whistler. Surefoot.com
Snowpulse Avalanche Airbags
“These backpack airbags significantly
increase survival chances in case of an
avalanche. Inflating around your head
and offering shock and trauma protection, the bag also keeps you on your
back with your head out of the snow
and provides a possible airspace when
you come to rest. The red bag also
speeds location and rescue times.
Plus the pack has room for your
shovel, probe and other backcountry
travel essentials.”
Marie, Revolution Whistler.
Revolutiondistibution.ca
Orage Eco-Dry
“New for 2010, Orage has developed a Basic Eco
line of moisture-wicking base layer tops and bottoms. This unique Eco-Dry fabric is made from
recycled plastic bottles; on average 24 plastic
bottles makes one base layer piece. Each one
is packaged in a funky re-usable pouch, which is
made from leftover fabric from outerwear production. Stay warm and dry while supporting the
environment... it's the future of technical base
layers.” Meredith, Urban Alpine Squamish.
Urbanalpine.com

Diamir Freeride Pro Binding
“The next generation of the world’s most
popular touring rig with wider hinge support,
stiffer/stronger materials, wider mounting
platform and much wider heel contact. Stiffer
PTC plates means this is simply the best skiingefficient touring binding you can get. DIN 12.”
Jayson, Escape Route Whistler or Squamish.
Escaperoute.ca

Jones Solution
“No lift? No problem. Blaze a trail to free-ride
freedom on the Solution, the world’s first
Magne-Traction splitboard. Directional Rocker
matched with camber underfoot makes the
Solution your answer for any line within the
sight of your eyes and the reach of your legs.”
Jordyn, Showcase Snowboards, Whistler.
Showcasesnowboards.com

Rossignol S7 Ski
The revolutionary S7 allows a skilled skier to
slash and smear wind-lips, pockets, pillows
and spines that were previously out of play.
Featuring customizable Amptek technology,
the “Super 7” is designed with a rocker at
both the front and back to give more lift and
improved turn capability in powder. Built with a
wider waist (117mm) and traditional construction underfoot to facilitate easier edge-to-edge
transition on harder snow, the S7 is a versatile
freeride ski ready to hit up the backcountry.
Carlos, Comor Sports, Whistler or Vancouver.
Comorsports.com
HH ONE Baselayer
“A versatile baselayer, its high-tech
construction is superior in both red-hot and
subzero conditions. With a softer feel and
looser fit the HH ONE is super comfortable
as it moves moisture away from the skin to the
thermal layer. A year-round baselayer for a wide
range of activities. Check out both locations in
Whistler or downtown Vancouver.”
Daina, Helly Hansen Whistler or Vancouver.
Hellyhansen.com
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Nature-inspired
gifts & toys

kites & spinners | smart toys | wild birding essentials
Wheelchair Accessible
& Stroller-Friendly

Downtown Squamish, 38029 Cleveland Avenue. 604-815-4553
(Located between FETISH SHOES and THE HOT SPOT)

www.thenaturenest.com
FALL/WINTER 2010-2011
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This Christmas, give
the gift of Awesome…
By Feet Banks
BoomCase ($250+)
Radio Raheem would be loving these. Hand-built from old luggage, BoomCases are self-powered amp/speaker boxes that connect to your iPod or
anything with a headphone jack. Run it off a battery or plug it in at home.
Mr. Simo, the artist/craftsman/inventor, likes to use old wood and leather
suitcases because they produce a better sound than plastic and each case
is a custom work of art. Turn down the suck, turn up the awesome – BoomCase. theboomcase.com
Granted David Suzuki Sweater ($420)
Hand-knit in Vancouver, Granted sweaters are almost unfathomably awesome. They’ve got over a dozen styles but this design, celebrating the godfather of Canadian environmentalism David Suzuki, is the coolest. Wearing
this thing pretty much ensures you safe passage through any logging roadblock or oil-sands protest anywhere in the country. Plus partial proceeds
go to the David Suzuki Foundation to help fight the good fight and ensure
that snow doesn’t go extinct. If anyone out there wants to get me a Christmas present, this is it. Only available online. grantedclothing.com
SpyCam Tie ($69)
Nothing is more awesome than capturing video of your friends and family
in compromising situations and using it to get them to do stuff for you, like
wash all the dishes after Christmas dinner. Enter the Spy-Tie – this baby
has a wireless remote so you can pick and choose whose privacy you want
to invade and it contains a 4GB DVR kit that can record up to three hours
(audio too!) per battery charge. Wear it to the office Christmas party and
basically guarantee yourself a raise. geekygadgets.com.au
Back to Basics Egg and Muffin Toaster ($58)
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day but it can also be a real
pain in the ass when you’re rushing out the door to catch first gondola up
on an epic-snow morning. Problem solved! This two-or-four slot metal box
of awesomeness will make toast and steam-poach eggs at the same time.
It can even simultaneously warm pre-cooked meat so you can cook up a
tasty ham-and-egger whilst tearing the house apart looking for your transceiver. Never ski on an empty stomach again. walmart.com
Airhole Facemask and Balaclava ($20)
Bank robbers are awesome. Take a look at your account statements if you
don’t agree – see all those little fees and charges? That’s the bank robbing you. Bank robbers and stick-up men help equalize the equation, and
nature loves equilibrium. Every time I see one of these Airhole masks, or
especially the balaclava, it makes me think of robbing banks, and then I
smile. And I can smile for a long time because the Airhole keeps my face
warm even when the winds are howling up on the Harmony chair. Plus it’s
a local company owned by real snowboarders. So buy an Airhole, because
more money gets stolen everyday with a keyboard stroke or a fountain pen
than with all the guns in the world. airhole.ca
White Planet ($22) by Les Anthony
Is it wrong to review a book when you are listed in the acknowledgments?
How about when you’re listed in the “Prima Donna” category? In any case,
Les Anthony has been travelling the planet writing about skiing for longer
than I’ve been alive and he’s collected the best of his tales into this book.
From Japan to Chile to Switzerland to India to Whistler and beyond Les
examines the common threads that run through ski culture and the icons
who’ve made a difference along the way. It’s not as awesome as actually
skiing pow, but White Planet is as close as you’ll get while sitting in an
armchair. dmpibooks.com
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wellness

Mental Health
Will Drive You Mad

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

By Feet Banks
It’s a fine line between having a lot of character
and just being crazy. The Sea to Sky corridor is
full of young, healthy people doing exciting things
but there’s a lot of trauma as well – the mountains reclaim adventurers almost yearly, emotional
relationships are as interwoven as a soap opera,
and there’s enough heartache, booze and drugs
to poison a reservoir. Is mountain living all fun and
games until someone loses their mind?
Whistler wellness practitioner Irene Gutteridge
sums it up nicely: “Historically, human interest
in ‘how we really work’ begins when we crash
and some fixing is required. Most of us are more
dedicated to our bike and ski maintenance than to
maintaining the very vessel that allows us to bike
and ski – our minds.”
We’ll spend money tuning our edges and
months rehabbing our joints but are Coast Mountain residents doing enough to keep the gears in
our heads oiled and functioning safely?
“I think Whistler’s mental health profile would
be very typical of any community this size across
Canada,” says Greg McDonnell, a Registered
Clinical Counsellor who’s been living in Whistler since 1997, “but this doesn’t mean Whistler
doesn’t have its challenges. Addiction is a big
one,” he adds, “and there’s a culture of acceptance here so you get the typical 20-somethingyear-old who wants to take the town by storm,
shredding pow and blowing lines off the toilet
seat in the bar.”
McDonnell hears from many clients: “But it’s
Whistler, it’s what you do!” but says that if you

don't lead a balanced lifestyle, addictions can
really magnify one’s limitations, potentially leading to mental health issues.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is also
a factor. “I see that a lot at my practice,” McDonnell says. “The key is to work at making positive
meaning out of the experience so that it becomes
life-enhancing.”
Addiction isn’t necessarily all about substances, though. “Many people are ‘addicted’
to their activities,” Irene Gutteridge says, “and
ignore basic warning signs like a tight back or
an achy hip. They push through, getting their fix
and then Boom! injury occurs. Then depression
follows because no more adrenaline. It can be a
vicious cycle.”
Gutteridge explains that a healthy mind listens to the needs of the body. “Animals in the
wild, when traumatized with injury, go into survival mode,” she says. “They freeze and normal
function returns only when their system has selfregulated. This is normal animal biology. Our
human mind overrides this– we bounce right up
saying, ‘I’m okay!’ We’re out there enjoying
nature but we have lost our own biological nature
for self-care.”
“In Whistler, people sometimes identify themselves by the activities they do and not much
else,” McDonnell adds, “or they have relationship
troubles and make dysfunctional meaning out of
that, connecting dots that don't necessarily
connect and getting down on themselves.”
But there are basic ways to help prevent the
downward spiral. “The key is self-awareness,”
McDonnell says; “We need to be able to witness

our actions, behaviour and emotions from an
outside perspective.” This perspective McDonnell calls ‘the looking-glass self.’
“With the skill of witnessing our emotions, we
see that actions or behaviour doesn’t define us,”
he says. “In other words, we have emotions, but
we are not our emotions.”
“Go back to your instincts and trust them,”
Irene points out. “If you need rest, take it. If you
aren’t fine then don’t lie when some asks how
you are. Our society needs to give its people
some permission to come down. Staying ramped
up and not coming down traps stress in and
makes us sick.”
“We’re all a little bit crazy,” Greg adds. “The important thing is to be aware of our quirks and learn
to love ourselves despite them.”
So this winter, make sure your mind is a sharp
as your edges and your psyche is as balanced as
your abs. Take deep breaths and live in the moment.
Know yourself, your friends, and be nice to each
other. And don’t be afraid to ask for help.
Vancouver Coastal Health has a free mental
health and addictions program – 604.932.3202
Whistler Community Services Society offers
26 free social services to locals including a financial assistance program that is one of a kind
in Canada. mywcss.org
Squamish and Pemberton have the Sea to Sky
Community Services sscs.ca
Greg McDonnell offers personal counselling at
mcdonnellcounselling.ca and Irene Gutteridge
can do wizardry with almost anything, from stiff
backs to upset tummies, because, in her field,
it’s all related. thehumangroove.com

Irene is supporting her friend Kristen Graves and the song "Close my eyes" from her Album Stay. Greg's fave song right now is "Hello Hammerheads",
by Caribou.
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The Willing Mind

A classic Whistler home “built to have fun”

Story & Photography by Todd Lawson
A couple of years ago, Zube Aylward walked
into the first Whistler home he ever built and
went straight to the kitchen. He looked at the
nailed leather hinges on the cupboards (made in
1973 by a guy named Larry Leather) and smiled
proudly. “Hey, they still work perfectly!” he said,
delighted that one of his clever ideas was going
strong after almost 40 years of constant daily
use.
In 1972, Zube (a legend in Whistler folklore
for his striking Mushroom House masterpiece)
bought an empty lot in Emerald Estates for
10,000 dollars. He had no idea what he was buying but he didn't really care as he just wanted
a place to craft a home with creativity, vision,
imagination and passion.
To build “The Willing Mind” (named after a
pub in Charles Dickens’ novel David Copperfield) Zube utilized green-building methods long
before it was en vogue. Materials were salvaged
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from building demolitions and he trained himself
to be a stonemason, artist, carpenter, engineer,
designer, architect and ironsmith. The average
cost of building materials for each room in the
house was only 8 dollars – per room, not square
foot.
“There's only one reason why this house has
so much character, and that's Zube,” says Whistler businessman Andy Szocs, who purchased
the home from Zube in 1980. At the time, The
Willing Mind was the furthest thing from his
mind.
“Zube and I couldn't have been two more different people,” says Szocs, whose family lived at
the Emerald address for almost 20 years. “I was
Mr. Corporate and he was Mr. Free Spirit, but
we were both fascinated by each other's lives
and careers.” Before the sale went down, Zube
invited Szocs to spend a weekend at his home to
get a feel for the place. “It grew on me quickly. It
was really Whistlerish, a mountain cabin but so
unbelievably unique.”

And although it was “a bitch to keep clean,”
Szocs recalls years of great family bonding
nights, playing games by the fireplace and hosting company on weekends. “We had a lot of
fun showing off that house. People were blown
away. It was enchanting to them, like going into
a fairytale land of some sort.”
Szocs’ son Shane was one of the forefathers
of twin-tip skiing and for a while the home was
the Whistler base for him and his legends-to-be
buddies including JP Auclair, Vinnie Dorian and
JF Cusson.
At the turn of the millennium, after two decades of enjoyment, Andy Szocs sold the home
to another local businessman, Canadian Snowmobile Adventures owner Allan Crawford.
“Zube's only built three houses in his life
and I'm lucky that I have one of them,” says
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CERTIFIED ENERGY ADVISOR
Delivering Home Energy Assessments and qualify
for Provincial rebates.

SWITCHING TO NATURAL GAS? UPDATE YOUR FURNACE AND
GET CASH BACK FROM GOVERNMENT GRANTS OVER $1100
The energy evaluation determines the amount of heat loss from each component of the
house, estimates energy consumption and makes recommendations to homeowners on
how to improve energy efficiency. These results are entered into an energy simulation
computer program that generates an energy rating for the house, provides practical
and cost-effective upgrade recommendations and shows the benefits of making the
recommended energy upgrades to the house.

LIVE SMART BC PROVINCIAL GRANTS UP TO $5000
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There’s no place like home.

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.894.1333 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com
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“It's a playful house, the way life should be in Whistler. You have to
have a sense of humour to like this house. " – Allan Crawford
Crawford, who knew the home would require as much
care and attention as its previous two owners had given
it. “Basically I wanted to keep with the same theme that
Zube and Andy had going. To make things fit in, to make
it all work, I had to coax people into thinking differently. I
used the help of friends and lots of free stuff to upkeep it.
With this house it was ‘anything goes,’ as long as it's not
normal.”
In its heyday, The Willing Mind was equipped with
smoke machines, a nightclub lightshow, even a pink cotton-candy machine. “This house has had several lives,”
Crawford beams. “And it definitely likes to party – you just
turn the music on and it goes.”
The 38-year-old home has hosted acoustic jams and
drum sessions, honky-tonk piano nights, harps and
harmonicas, huge potluck dinners and swanky supperclub theme parties. “The house was always built to have
fun, that's the main thing,” says Crawford. “It's a playful
house, the way life should be in Whistler. You have to have

a sense of humour to like this house. People either love it
or hate it, there's no halfway.”
Zube definitely didn't do anything halfway. Every nook,
cranny and corner features some form of personal, handmade customization, all courtesy of Zube's wild imagination. Clawfoot tubs, hemp rope handrails, saddle seats,
spiral staircases, an old ship's door, stump steps, treetrunk windows and cupboards. One of the home's signature features is a “stalactite” ceiling, made from drooping
driftwood – true character not found in today's cookiecutter homes.
“The amazing thing is that it's all handmade,” says
Crawford. “And all with junk, or stuff people were getting
rid of that still had lots of life left in it.”
Like the materials from which it's built, The Willing
Mind still has plenty of life left within its enchanted walls.
There will be more people to welcome, more parties to be
had, more dreams to inspire. Who knows, in another 40
years the leather hinges will probably still work perfectly.

Allan Crawford is rocking out to the Redneck Yacht Club and Kenny Chesney's "She Thinks My Tractor's Sexy".
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Advising clients in Whistler for over 15 years
Committed to delivering timely market information
Prompt & discreet service – exceptional results

Direct: 604-905-6336
RE/MAX Sea to Sky Real Estate Whistler 135-4370 Lorimer Road
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hone: 604 966 7156

Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca
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Whistler’s premier pub and original ristorante offers great mediterranean fare from the kitchen
of Chef Simon McNeil on double decker patios with stunning views of Mountain Life.
Serving discerning patrons for a quarter century Whistler’s finest selection of specialty beer,
wine, premium spirits and crafted cocktails. Join us for an experience that is Above It All.

4270 Mountain Square Whistler
100
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604.932.6945

www.whistlerpubrestaurant.com

food

RICK SEALOCK ILLUSTRATION.

A chicken stuffed into a duck, and then both crammed up a turkey?
Wait till you try the gravy.
By Feet Banks
It comes steaming from the oven looking like a
perfect golden turkey, the rich aroma wafting
across the table like some ancient magical mist.
It’s heavy, moist and chock full of calories and
it slices like a loaf of bread. Three birds, three
kinds of stuffing, not a single bone to be found –
there are meals and there are events. Turducken
is definitely an event.
“The hardest part is the de-boning, for sure,”
says chef Mike Nagy, owner of Miksa on Bowen Island and no stranger to the dirty bird. “It doesn’t
matter how messy you get with the chicken or
the duck, but if you puncture the turkey skin
at all it splits open when you cook it and looks
terrible.”
Roasted birds stuffed into other birds is nothing new and variations on the theme date back
to 18th century Europe where the rôti sans pareil
or “roast without equal” contained no fewer than

17 types of bird including a garden warbler.
Cajun and other southerners have been eating
turducken for years but it was New Orleans chef
Paul Prudhomme who popularized the dish back
in the 1980s. Prudhomme’s traditional recipe
calls for a different type of stuffing in each bird:
cornbread for the turkey, andouille sausage for
the duck, and shrimp stuffing in the chicken.
Chef Nagy likes to add cornbread to all of
Prudhomme’s stuffings to get a more traditional
turkey-dinner texture, but nothing is set in stone.
Stuffing a turducken is all about creativity and
freestyling; just make sure you have a lot of free
time to match the style.
“It took me nine hours to prepare the first
time,” Nagy recalls, adding that he’s since done
a half dozen turduckens and, “if you’re prepared
you could bust it off in five hours or so. And then
eight to eleven hours of cooking.”
Or you can order one off the internet from New
Orleans and have it over-nighted to your door but

the real glory of a turducken is cooking it yourself
and impressing your friends and family.
After you’ve de-boned, laid flat, stuffed, and
sewn the turkey back into shape with butcher’s
twine, the trick, Nagy says, is to raise the turducken up off the bottom of the roasting pan to
keep it out of the juices – use a rack, some corn
cobs, or an upside-down disposable foil pan.
Sitting above the juices will still deliver a moist
bird(s) but the shape will hold better. “And you
need a sharp knife for slicing through three birds
and three layers of stuffing,” Nagy says, adding
that, traditionally, the chef eats last.
Turducken – not only does it taste like a king’s
feast from a lost era, its boneless mass also
solves the age-old dilemma of who will carve the
bird after grandpa has had too many eggnogs.
Go to mountainlifemag.ca for a full turducken
recipe courtesy of Mountain Life Georgian Bay’s
Ester O’Neill.
Check out Nagy’s menu at mik-sarestaurant.ca

Chef Nagy is pretty old school and also a bow hunter. His favourite song is "Sixteen Tons" by Tennessee Ernie Ford.
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Steaks l Pastas l Pizza l Lamb l Ribs l Seafood l Desserts

voted whistler’s best tapas

We use sustainably harvested produce, meat and seafood whenever possible.

SEE WEBSITE FOR ALL SPECIALS AND EVENTS
www.thenestrest.com
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 604 898 4444
41340 Government Rd in Eagle Run Village
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“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...
we feature innovative tapas with an
everchanging seasonal approach to our dishes…
big wines, big martinis, cozy atmosphere

Open for breakfast, lunch & dinner
summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north 604 932 5569

Dine in style.
Lakeside.

The best view from a table in Whistler! Perched on the shores of
Green Lake, the Edgewater Lodge welcomes you. Minutes from
Whistler Village, yet a world away from the ordinary.

Visit a piece of Ireland today!

Our warm hearted Gaelic hospitality can’t be topped!
With a 100 Seat Patio, Live Celtic Music daily,
Whistler’s Largest Draft Beer Selection and Authentic
Celtic Pub Fare, a visit to the Dubh Linn Gate is a must!
170-4320 Sundial Crescent, Whistler, BC

604-905-4047
www.dubhlinngate.com

8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC | 604 932 0688 | 1 (888) 870-9065
www.edgewater-lodge.com

The Cup
Bistro & Deli

I KNOW WHERE YOUR
MEAT COMES FROM.
COME INTO THE CUP FOR ALL YOU LOCALLY
SOURCED MEATS: BEEF, PORK, CHICKEN,
AND YOUR CHRISTMAS TURKEY.
REMEMBER, WE ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS PARTY’S AND CATERING

VISIT US AT 40378 TANTALUS WAY

PHONE 604 898 5553
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Aura Restaurant a
t Nita Lake Lodge
Organic. Sustainable. Unforgettable.
604 966 5705 nitalakelodge.com

blackbird bakery
Raven & Richard are part of Pemby's
natural food cycle. The proof is in the
pudding, and the bread and the pastries.
604 894 6226 blackbirdbread.com

Black's pub
Great mediterranean fare on double
decker patios with stunning views.
Whistler Village. 604 932 6945

the cup
Fresh daily soups, made to order sandwiches and variety of meats and cheeses.
Squamish. 604 898 5553

Dubh Linn Gate
Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine.
St Paddy’s day goes off.
Whistler Village. 604 905 4047

dusty's
Whistler's sunniest patio and best Creekside
Apres. Plus BBQ! 604 905 2146

edgewater
The best view from a table in Whistler!
Perched on the shores of Green Lake.
604 932 0688

Elements
Where mother nature is the chef and
the ingredients are from the backyard.
Fresh tapas menu with organic products.
Whistler Village. 604 932 5569

Galileo
Cafe, Retail & Wholesale Coffee Beans.
Britannia Beach. 604 896 0277

GLC
Slopeside location and live music, the GLC
turns into the world's best living-room party
every après. 604 905 2220

LIFT COFFEE CO.
Steps from the Whistler Gondola, it will
get you statrted off on the right foot.
Whistler Village. 604-905-6621

howe sound brew pub
The aprés climbing hangout in Squamish.
Plenty of beers on tap.
Squamish Downtown. 1 800 919 ALES

longhorn saloon
The après-ski place to be with a big
sunny patio & buckets of beer. Base of
Whistler Mountain. 604.932.5999

merlins
Lunch, Dinner and great aprés featuring
Whistler's Best Nachos on one of the
largest patios in town. 604 938 7700

Mount Currie Coffee Co
Best coffee in Pemby.
Arbutus Street. 604 894 3388

sushi sen
Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too.
Highway 99 and Garibaldi Way.
604 898 8235

Sushi Village
Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village.
604 932 3330

The Nest
The very best in casual fine dining with
authentic recipes, fresh ingredients from
around the region. Brackendale.
604 898 4444

whistler brewing company
Tasting room and retail store.Visitors can
see authentic craft brews in production
and take part in guided tours of the facility.
604 962 8889

ZEPHYR CAFE
A Modern Whole Foods Cafe open early
for breakfast, and late for apres. Licensed
gluten/dairy free & vegan/vegetarian specialties. Squamish. 604 567 4568
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a mountai nside gatheri ng spot

breakfast lunch dinner
Fully licensed serving all BC wine and beer
House made delicious food and desserts
Fabulous coffee made by our fully trained baristas
...all steps from the Village Gondola.

A MODERN WHOLE FOODS CAFE

Gluten/Dairy Free
& Vegan Options
6:30 am - 9 pm
DAILY
9 am - 6 pm
SUNDAYS

604. 567. 4568
38084 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish

Lift Coffee Company Base of Whistler Village Gondola

zephyrcafe.ca
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Join us for lunch, après or dinner at any of
our three mountain bases.

WHISTLER VILLAGE

CREEKSIDE

P: Leanna Rathkelly

BLACKCOMB BASE

1.800.766.0449
whistlerblackcomb.com

/
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John "Rabbit" Hare
(1932 - 2002)
A True Mountain Character

rabbit's photos are courtesy of his family.

"Most people who come to Whistler have dreams of being a ski bum and here
was this guy with a smile on his face, a big beard and fat skis – my dad
embodied the ski bum spirit. Everything he loved about life was in
Whistler – the mountains, fresh air, interesting people.
He didn't need to go anywhere else, the world came to him."
Jessica "Pika" Hare – Rabbit's Daughter.

"He was a fan of The Doors, the first song that comes to mind when I think of him is 'Riders on the Storm.'" – Jessica Hare
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